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1 don't like coarse subjects, or the coarse

treatment of any subject. But X ant deeply
convinced that the corruption of our society
requires not shut doors and windows, tut
light and airj and that la exactly because
pure and prosperous women choose to ignore
vie#, that miserable women suffer wrong1by
it everywhere.*
To our infinite disgust and horror, tits nans#
of certain of the greatest in the land are at
this hour
mentioned in connection with
the filthiest debauchery.**

•Elleabeth Barrett Browning in a letter to if, M.
Thackeray, April 21, 1861. Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
Letters, ed. by Frederick 0. Kenyon (New Yorkt Macmillan
’
Sbmpany, 1897), XX, _**#.
**». T. Stead in his "Suppressed Defuse#*' fail Mall
Oazetta (London), September 88, 1389, p. 11,

PREFACE
In terms of comparison with the rest of 'the world,
Oreat Britain was a highly favored nation In the nineteenth century. Below the facade of Victorian life, however,
there existed many horrors* It Is the purpose of this
writer to deal with one such area where miseries of the
"lurid swarming low life" are exhibited.* Beneath the
Victorian veneer was a good deal of 'voluntary Juvenile
prostitution and white slavery,

the object of the paper

la. to depict this tragic aspect of the Victorian social
scene Ml' to consider the efforts of -various Individuals
and groups to obliterate it.
By the word "voluntary," this writer means not
forced physically against one's will Into a life of
prostitution or entrapped or decoyed. Rather* it was
the "choice” of the girl concerned, although it will be
seen that there wars many factors beyond her control,
such as poverty and environment, that tended to affect
or influence her choice. "White slavery" would imply
forced prostitution whereby fraud, mierepr©sentaticn, or
%eh» 1. Bradley* ed., Rogue's Progress (Boston*
Houghton Mifflin Company* lfopl* p. vtil.
iv

abduction had been employed.
activity of

It was (and is) the illegal

. » ©resulting the prostitution of others

for gain.*8
This paper is oof an attempt, than, to evaluate the
whole scope of Victorian morality.

And it should he noted

and renumbered that it is also not a study of all types or
ages of prostitutes— only young girls* That Juvenile
prostitution and white slavery existed to a substantial
extent in Victorian Znondon is 'usually rather surprising at
first glance.

After the social and moral aspects 'have

been thoroughly examined* the problem becomes more
credible, however*
This study is concerned generally with the

sms

of

& m $ m because of the nature of most of the available
material and literature m the subject and the investi
gation# and parliamentary hearings* Seas of the town
literature on the subject was printed and circulated
privately and thus was impossible to obtain*

Other

sources and works were unavailable in this country, or
if in tiie country, not permitted to be copied or loaned*
The tg*Mih
!».» 1
« “*<» « *
study possible. They were invaluable. Whereas in some
instances X could not obtain a pamphlet or paper on the

subject, X had the origins! doeumanta at ay disposal..
Without them this topic wools not have bssti attested,
Although there were m a y Victorian journals and news*
papers, almost all were "in a conspiracy of silence,"
Warn conscientiously avoiding any mention of these
vice# -find, henea, were virtually valueless as sources
for this study,

"Editors, lime mashers of Parliament,
h
knew everything and did n o t h i n g I t took the gall Wall

gaaetts to break the thing wide open.
fhere are two individuals whom X would like to
acknowledge. Sr. A. Stanley friekstt, Bead of the
Department of History at the University of Omaha, pro*
sided all the inspiration* encouragement, and direction,
W m idea for this thesis was conceived over two years ago
in one of hia graduate seminars.

Hiss M i a Jane Daugherty,

Assistant Librarian of the University, was the other 'parson
without whom the study would never have gotten off the
ground.

She spent months, and in one case, well over a

year, tracing ini tracking down certain needed materials.
She has worked closely with me for over two years* X
would like to thank both of these people for their
willingness to help and their patience and understanding
throughout*
%rora V, ¥* Stead*a "Suppressed defense,*1 as published
In the fall'Hall Oasette (London), September 28, ifiiS# p. 11.

vii
It t§ felt that this study m s been worthwhile from
the standpoint of moral and social history of nineteenth
century England.

Little is generally known of the con

ditions and ciroiaastanoes of this se©nenb of Victorian
youth and of the few who cared enough about them to
initiate a movement for their protection, fha Victorians,
themselves, had ignored the situation*
even denied its existence,

indeed, they had

they had been, for the most ■

part, more concerned about stiff collars and elaborate
sitting rooms than with this dark aids of London life*
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JMROBOCflGK
prostitution is as old as mankind itself. England*
tiles fits rest or the world Has always had its snare at
wanton females, Each age# in condoning or repressing it,
has attested to cope with the problem in its own way.
. During medieval times, there were licensed brothels
at Southwark operating right in the Bishop’s gardens,
fully supported by legislation, these existed down
to Henry fill who condemned them, 4 little later the
puritans lashed out against **tbe detestable sins of
incest.* adultry, and fomication" in an hot dating to
1650* In 1752, 1755* and 1763 repressive statutes
against the keeping or frequenting of bawdy-housee
were enacted. During the reign of Queen Victoria,
vice became: licensed again, however.1 Even worse,
there was a tremendous increase in prostitution, par
ticularly among the very young*'
the problem of Juveniles entering or being forced
into the profession of prostitution became acute as the
nineteenth century had gotten underway. Although Juvenile
benjamin Scott, A State Iniquity* Its Bigot
Extension .and Overthrow (LohdcntICenkan Paul* Trench.
w u & E F i i r , W » ' 5*11*
1

a
prostitution ana white slavery Mai existed for centuries*
both began to increase noticeably after the Napoleonic
wars.

Some have attributed these circumstances to the

general demoralisation 'that had spread osar featen
Clvlllaatlon following this upheaval.® During these
early years of the century, many countries had passed
legislation protecting .girls under the age of twenty-one,^
England had not*

In Her Majesty* s great realm* the age of

consent had remained at twelve.
After Napoleon had made the procuration of young
French girls a criminal offense, a demand for English
girls'had developed abroad. His result was that the
unprotected English girl, soon became the most fashionable
as wall SS the most easily procurable Inmate of the cm*
ilnenbal brothel.
fher© were other factors that must have influenced
the growth of juvenile'prostitution and white Slavery*
4

Notea&ly, the Industrial Revolution M e t he considered, '
%©ury Mayhew,
Charles Qrl
sited as * ‘
(London:

I m %#&*$
P* «*** *lS*aro*
3s# «ls# Charles ferrot* fh©
Frederick Muller* 1959), F T 13.

p. 13*
^William Booth*
(Hapaville, (Seorgiat
Cf. E. Royaton Pike* ed,,
* PP

3
The English population had doubled between the years of
1001 and 1050.^ the Influx of these people to urban
centers, already gorged with masses of humanity, caused
a total change in 'the way ®f life of simple folic, those
whose fathers and grandfathers had tilled a email plot
of soil new found themselves in crowded, dirty* miserable
dwellings, there was no honest escape from such con*
dltiono in many cases* The hose, the'domestic unity,
was disrupted— often broken up from the effects of this
changing way of life*

Mothers, as well as fathers,

worked in the factories scandalously long holla’s* almost
never seeing their children* let alone supervising them*
Him usii SUSsSliB

offspring *

Exposed to vice and degrading experiences of all sorts,
these -neglected youngsters could not have helped -suffer
greatly, morally as well as physically.
There have always been poorer end less fortunate
classes of people such as these, but the development of
the Industrial Revolution acted as a catalyst in their
growth,

iho poverty Mad despair that resulted was enough

to drive many young girls into the streets* But more than
this* moral training was sadly lacking in these classes,
ami a girl*a parents were too often among her worst
%err©t» p. 28.

4
associates.® Vnfortunately many girls had the consent of
their parents, or at least their tacit encouragement, to
make a living on the streets or in the brothels,

Theam

mss

no law to protect these girls if they were over twelve.^
The result was that London was the only town in, Europe with
such young girls as prostitutes,®
The Victorian girl*s 9daostion«*that is, in those
classes above th® lower working groups*-may have also
been a footer in tin increase of prostitution, these
girls were largely taught such things as music and
Singing and to give the impression of total innocence.®
This often resulted in

• • such a strictly prudish

character that# in their teiSSSto and
world, they

of tit#

English girlgj? offerj/eg^ themselves

the easiest prey imaginable,1"i0 If they -were seduced,
%reat Britain, Parliam® .
s§* 3d. ser., Vol. CCXCX <
as Hansard.
*Xt m e not until 1875 that the age of consent was
raised' to thirteen. Mid not until 1885 that it was six*
teen, treat Britain, parliament, Sessional Pacers (House
of Lords), 1881, Vol. XX “Report from the Select'dommittei
of the House of Leasts 'Of 1881*1882, “ edited by Edgar L.
Erickson, pp. 422, 433, M.* Great Britain, Parliament,
aoers House
““‘*1888, Vol. I
Hereafter cited
%§£» 1881* IX, pp. 4aa, 433,
% l r Charles Petrie, jg
and Spottlswoode, i960), pp
i0Torrot, p. B§.

Victorians (London1 gyre

the gtrla m m

boo terrified to return home and willingly

let themselves be shipped to the continent so white
slaves***
flw m ' m m atilt another reason for the growth, of
Juvenile prostitution and white slavery in, the nineteenth
century.- It was, ironlcally»prudery.

Simple, snobbish

Victorian prudery* Because one could no longer keep
mlstreaeea in that age* brothsla grew.18 Immorality
thus sought cover. But. paradoxically, there were not
enough girls to fill, the broth»l»'*«to m et the supply and
demand.3^ ‘ihus the rapid development of the white slow
trade was enhanced toy procurers who wore always on the
watch for a iAfresh* girl*
Ail of this had the askings of a social and moral
crisis* 'Bating the Victorian Age. fortunately, nan had
begun to feat a moral concern for the conditions of human
life* With the beginnings of social work and the rising
status of women had corns a “revolution in sentiment” that
had helped to prepare the way for Josephine Butler, the
Salvation Array, and W. f, Stead m their crusade against
iniquity.

lllbld,* p, 26
*%ewi ft.
(Hew York* University
^Clifford 0. Rw* E S t e S j M J B w l r jghitg SJyaveg,
(Hew York* Fleming l|* Hevell Co,, 1910), p. 95, '

$
fixe battle m e m individuals waged was made long and
difficult by Mis fact that virtually no work had bean done
to remedy social ills of this sort* Girls between twelve
and sixteen wore always on the tendon streets at night
It was estimated In the years between IS50 and i860 Mint
there m m approximately $0*000 to 80,GOO prostitutes in.
London,*5 Many* certainly* were old* hardened* habitual
prostitutes, but the number of juveniles was increasing
rapidly.

targe numbera of these young girls had boon

debauched or entrapped by the age of thirteen* though
others had already bogus a life of immorality at the ago
of' seven* eight, or Bins,*?
these girls could see easily that in one long week's
worth of wages from an honest occupation they would have
less than their prostitute friends made in a few minutes,
the temptations were often Just too difficult to over
come. What William Booth had to say about It was trust
Gl. Especially
m&m*
Piccadilly,
m m such areas
Whitechapel, happing, Ratcliff Highway* Lambeth, Waterloo
Road, Shadwell, Spitalflelds, Newport Market, Bedfordbury,
and Sewn Dials.
ir* pp* 311, 213i Booth, p, 6t
to fled (Sew York*
Richard eolMarT MIS Sw■eneralNext
fei
P. Sutton h Co., 1905). p
^Hansard* COXCVm (1885). p. UTS and 0 0 0 0 1
(1685), pflSpi,
^Hansard, CCXCX {1885), p. ?S#*

U ll, p» px»

C£, BS£, 1083,

r
**591® profession of a prostitute is the only enreer in which
the maximum income is paid to the newest apprentice,
Wist the juvenile prostitute and prospective white slave
did not realize until it use .too late was that *. . . all
the prlsoa m m at the eoiaraancementand that degradation
or even death was at its end.

Sooth* p. 59.

mmmm n
* *
*'
/
•
VQIMfSMt -nrvmrtrx PBOSflTBTIOW
In Victorian Ihglsnd* young girls ofton worked in
factories, or at other means of employment, under con
ditions which often contributed to their becoming prosti
tutes.-1 Generally speaking* girls Mho "voluntarily chose"
prostitution as a way of life tans.from the working
classes,® Young servant girls* for example, were fre
quently led into a life of immorality as a result of
flirtations which often began "innocently" enough with
their masters or others la the household.3 Former
sempstresses and milliners were commonly found among
h
the ranks* too. Ears again* many a downfall was brought
about by the desire' to earn a little on the side from
%erreb* a. 23. paradoxically, legislative acts
against child labor sometimes also rendered very young
.girls sore accessible to the influences of the streets.*
%ab some girls did come from the upper classes.
See gaud 8. Booth. Beneath Two Plash tkth ed.t Mew York*
punk and Wagaslla C ^ t n y T W W T p “ 73.
%aneard, C O U O T V m (1884), p. 407* Bayhew, .bonaop
■m m ® . * P* 557*
%ayh®w» bondon Labour, p. 250.
8

9
accjuaintaaoes until th® situation developed into a tragic
life of full-blown prostitution.^ Ihen too, a large
number of juvenile prostitutes m m factory children.
ft has toon assented that only one factory girt is
fifty retained her virginity.® Frederick Bug®Is wrote
of their situationi
. , . the factory owner wields complete power
over the persons and charm of the girls working
for him. Nine times out of ten . . . the threat
of dismissal is sufficient to breakdown the
resistance of girls . , . J
A glance at sons facta of the financial condition
of the working girl provides real insight into the whole
problem.

Or, Acton, a contemporary and a Contagious

Disease Act advocate, believed that extreme 'poverty and
poor working conditions virtually caused muoh prostitution.®
Other evidence would tend to bear out this opinion.

In seme

areas woman and girls attempted to support themselves by
making matches and sowing skirts for a mere few pence per
dozen.^ Similarly, one third of the girls under eighteen
slbid,
%etrie, p. 210. m is io ant to say all who wore not
virgins were prostitutes, Cf. 3?Ike, pp. 286, 296.
^Frederick Bagels,
gfiSgMISS .SOgg; JSSMig
trans. by SI, 0, Henderson and W* H. Chaioner
Macmillan Company, 1958), pp. 1©?~3Ub8»
®3taven Marcus, gtia dtter Victorians (Hew forki
Basis Books, Inc,, 1 9 w L b . Y, W . liEoini, p. 48.
% w » a a M « eoaxx (1883), p. 7?x,

it
in dressmaking were paid nothing and only 'half of the
young girls in millinery received wagas.*® One young
girl answered an. advertisement in a local newspaper to
become an apprentice to a milliner and asked what the
wages would be.

When she had. been given the figure she

realized she could not possibly live on that Mount and
said so.

She was told that she could make up the differ*

ones on the sides

. . you will have a room to your*

self# no one will ask questions, * • .**** those who M l
plenty of work to do faced shockingly long hours.

Appren

tices were known to t mm worked from five or sit in the
morning until after midnight with no breaks, often eating
their scanty meals an the job.1®
Factory girls found working conditions no mere eon*
ducive to morality.
exhausting tasks.

Again there were very long hours and
Obscene language was very prevalent*

Usually there were no dressing rooms for them to change
into their working clothes* and there were likely to be
no separate toilet facilities for msn and women.

Some

times the heat was so intense that they wore very little
10m a , cf. y, m . m a n s , ,
(Bostons Gorham press, »,£•}* p. 14'
in millinery averaged 13 e ?<S per week.

iris over e

^Hansard, CCXCX (1885), p. 608.
l%lke, pp. 227-228. jgg. Patrie, p. 213.

IX
clothing.

Closing hours wera late, so they were out on

the ©treat# alone w n ? night**3
Cosgsoundlng the temptations that these girl© may
have fait as a result of'their sconcmio problems ©a© the
general attitude of their social class towards morale.
'**f© toe unchaste amongst the lower classes 1© not always
a subject of reproach#

wot® Henry Kayhew. Ingel#

believed that the workers* hard Ilf®
• * • left them only the two pleasures of drink
and sexual intercourse * The result is that the
workers . . . a m passionately devoted to these
two pleasures and indulge in them to excess M l
in the grossest fashion.1?
The fourteen thousand “drink shops"1** in iondoa would not
have contributed to good behavior. General william Booth
of the Salvation Army wrote*
There are thousands Mho a m begotten when tooth
parents are besotted with drink# whose mothers*
saturated themselves with alcohol every day of
their pregnancy# who may to® ©aid to have sucked
in a taste for strong drink with their mothers*
milk, and who are surrounded from childhood with
opportunities and Incitement© to drink.1?
pp, 325-326, 290-291, J£* Petrie, p. 211.
*%aytow# Mndon labour# p. 221.
*%ngsls# p. ItoA*
William Booth, p. 57.
Witold,, p, 55.

i®
Baring the early sevsnbie# Booth has observed
*. » , multitudes of my fellcw-ereaturee * » «
sunk in the ©oat desperate forma of wickedness
and misery that can be conceived, X went out
Xookoci #n 'Sw
sono &s$(t dnughtero
of debauchery and vise and ««&■*' who were'all
about ms. fhe drunkenness, the harlotry, and
pauperism, the slymdcn, and blasphemy and
infidelity of these crowds . . . .'*0
Needless to asy many unchaste glrla of this segment of
society never hod any moral training whatever, fhey m m
left In' ooagplete ignorance* and often their seduction took
place before they really knew anything about It at all.*®
tg||$ cii<i know tgtM& HIM
that they were doing anything wrong,
Shs circumstances of the home life of the lower
claases-^horrible, nearly beyond belief— -further eon*
tributed to juvenile prostitution.

xt was often net

entirely a choice of their own, for at home they had
been very crowded, Usually families lived in one r o w
and the children were understandably introduced to sexuality
very earlyi unfortunately, oven incest was all too comon,20
foawiCiiwsws!iw<ln»wiiMiwniWihn^

^ ^ s o l g d by aarold fegfci©, Willlaa Baotht^Fou^er^

l8&?» XXXI, m * 860# 871-872.

S f»

moiested his granddaughter who was also her father by his
older daughter, C(f. Pike, p. 293,

33
Alfred Eaton told of one child who
» * . slept in the a m 'bod with her father, who
was a widower; a girl of sixteen, who was'a visitor#
Sad a boy of twelve or thirteen;’and I think another
girl as well * * * that is not at all m uncommon
instance; it is very common, and tile result of that
is# that such m girl# without having the slightest
intention or wish to become a prostitute, unless
She la taken cars of# bosons* a prostitute*®*
Sometimes the Mole family, as in m e caw of Slim Ferrymen,

went without any clothing.

In this hone situation, pros

titution was siag&y a part of daily life*

Site mother mid

children slept huddled in a comer with only a very thin
item &*i<S #t&a&

iutto wbwb ultH

their clients*0®

Even if a mild could withstand the horrors of hie
home life, there was.still the problem of very little
parsrital care and guidance. Many were treated unjustly,
even brutally by their mothers sad fathers.2'* But mere
often the parents .just did not care what their daughters
did.

One mother, asked about her twelve year old daughter

of m e streets# replied# w*t cannot help it; X have to go
mat to work; what am X to dot** She added#- **• * • m e
is beyond my control; She can do as she likes,

X had

g*B8P, 1882, XSXX# p. $0.
®®3MQ«» p. 8S©*
®%r» Bryadale, Prostitution Medically Considered with
Soma of its Social
I & l l padiillS# 1!S®5)#

?TT...

1%
to toon aftar myself when t was Mi* age, and otto oust do
the asms,*

Because they could odd to the household

budget, soae girls m m even encouraged by their parents
to earn a living by soiling their bodies,25
In other cases, when the parents did care about their
children, especially .in those classes slightly above the
poorest ones, their "careful" methods of child rearing
sometimes had the opposite effect of turning their poor
girl to the streets, A girl returning home late, for
example, was sometimes locked out. of her house and men
had nowhere'to go,2** limy household maids and servants
had their first downfall whan their mistresses did the
same thing to them for returning late or for breaking
sob© thing,2?

Other parents drilled their daughters in

the ethics of purltaniam fro© infancy. Hie result was
Hist if m s 'girl made ene little slip, m e sometimes
> 3891* SX»- »« *3®,

a%nased> ccacx C**S5>£«»* $07~pB* •* ■ •£ * * *

some parents literally sold their children is brothels,
See Bag, 1881, XX,'p. fttfi.-

^^dwwd o,

America (New Yorks
p# m *

Jig. Whits gists I i ffe ie Jg

„

National fJ^TIanoe^otffiCf^o.Trsil),

times (iondon), August 8* 1885, p. #* See also
deunot^aving the Innocents, ffortnlfdifciy Review,
_ . I X t (July-Pecember, 1885}, ,3*17*349, Gf. WraV Ck
Chesterton, Jn Parkgat jsndon (New fork* Macmillan

gave up £ci despair and *#. , .*
gft
only recourse.”

prostitution toe

Another group of mothers who failed t© provide proper
guidance for their children were to® prostitutes, them
selves. Bishop South wrote of their unfortunate babies«
. . *net a© much b o m into this world as damned into
it. **>s^ A child -bom in a brothel knew nothing ©Is© 'hut
that typo of life from its very beginning*

&any of these

mothers persuaded their children into following their
footsteps before they became twelve years old*^®
$&& maissr' iritis SMk&d any narantal

of w

kind, however— even of a harmful sort* fhsse were the
orphans or children left when parents tied# remarrlad,
or deserted them* usually they had to resort to lodging*
houses or ’'padding kens* t m shelter.

In many eases

these were about as bad as brothels if they were not
*-i.i.i';«ihinrL!,in>iliWiiM*Vn-in■><!>!n»aiii.-ii

i■>j.\Lan

a®»ryadale, p. ?.«.
'

cited by William Booth, p. 95*

^°Ibid. Scans prostitutes purposefully became preg
nant because they looked upon the situation as a long
term investment# possibly worth & So if handled properly.
Collier# p. 128, In 1880 the Industrial Schools Amend
ment got provided that children to toe company of pros
titutes mist be sent to to industrial school, B m W.
Clarks gall# fhe Queen*s Baton for Children (Londom
9» fisher VrwfnT H^fcbifct4l)« PP« IW,116T See sis©
BSP, 108a, »II, pp. 838-839, §79» However, reports
revealed tost in many cases this tot was ignored and
too little girls too should have been to to© schools
were instead to the streets.

that in

f a c t u a l

jja y h e *

stated that they were sometimes

actual "brothola for children,*

^Cen and twelve»year-old

girls and boya slept together regularly, or as Wayfcaw pit
it* ", , * hm&/Sc£? together promiscuously. "33 gmstiass
three to six children piled lata a single bed' or even pi:
the floor, atark naked *^
But besides ouoh indecencies* these girls vent into the
streets as prostitutes to pay for their lodgings.. Moreover,
their infantile boyfriends wanted a out of their earnings,
and if the girls returned empty handed, they promptly beat
them.

A sixteen year old female veteran of this group

stated., **1 have seen them beaten , *..* until they were
blind f m m bloodshot, and their tooth

knocked oat

with kicks from boots as the girl lays on the

ground,

The streets of tendon of this period wars almost causa
enough for corruption*

All tho filth, malls, dead rata,

rotten garbage, not to mention the hordes of filthy people
3*0ften thsy were run by a procurer or # prostitute*
■errot, p.
p, g«*
See Serret*
ed, by Peter ^uennell (bondoni

•^^errot, p. Sbj Bngsls* p* b®.
>orf*ad, TOd^wit^fn”infr^uolfln
ions Oxford Oniversifcy Preaa, l$i

were positively dreadful. Booth aptly described a street
seem at night t
lH3?t

is allots fit# narrow si€a:
Mllcs $Kid

filthy streets are.full of people. Miserable
little children, with ein~sfcamped faced, dart
about like ratej little ones who ought to be la
their cribs shift for themselves, and sleep on
cellar doors and areas, and under cartes a few
vendors are abroad with their wares « * ♦ »
Along Water Street are women conspicuously dressed
In gaudy colors, Their heavily, painted faces are
bloa|ga or pinchedj they .shiver .'in the raw night. .
Maud B, Booth' wrote of her first -visit to a notorious street t
Hover shall X forget th® sight that net my eye,
The m a m m m mining brilliantly, and, with the
flaring gas lamps and alaetrio light, produced a
.glare which lighted up every face and made the
awful m a m painfully vivid and distinct, Bun*
dreds of girls* 'dressed in the highest fashions!
many m delicate siUce and satins,..docked with
flowers, lass, and jewels, painted and powdered,
TpffUWrV-.W&veW '»flw

to Jin# fro* M i
W? *m(r

tW S f S * T ,

Jp

hurrying £ & M ua as If
Iff* « F tnprV ffE S E '

ffff

S*“ MBr*

.'■SF'ffr

they had not a moment to loaej 'others loitering
slowly along or standing still beneath the gas
lanps.37
At the Strand, Villiers Street, and Charing Cross Station
prostitutes solicited openly ad early as three o‘clock in
th® afternoon,-^®' and through these areas vary young girls#
Booth, p. 1#«
__
., XI* p,
©pen solicitation m m
supposally against the law but the polios were often
powerless to act. Thera m m m m solicitation on UmAon
streets than in sew other major city of Europe, See
Hansard. CCXCVtl (1885), p. 952.

IS
street traders m

basket .girls, walked— a high percentage

of whom would soon become prostitutes as well,39
Evan If a girl wanted to attest to earn a decent
living, in these areas* she had mors than the corruptions
of the streets to contend with* she was pressed from all
sides by $he pressures and incentives of prostitution, the
worst o# which were had.companions* She could see for
herself that her friends wore ’’finery" while she went
shout in rags.40 frequently girls were paid to bring
41
In friends of their own ago*
Not all had companions
were fomal®! many young m n deliberately led a girl
eventually Into prostitution by first promising marriage
when they really had no such intentions.^2
Dr, Drysdale of the period believed that there m m
ether causes of Juvenile prostitution* its claimed that
the “sax-appstita” sad the decrease ef marriages in the
nineteenth century were factors not to be ignored
39SSf, 1832, JOB, pp. S4f* 849-350.
BSP. 1881, IX, pp. 438, 840, the desire for tetter
clothee nas actually been named as a cause of Juvenile
prostitution.
tilBSg, 1882, XIII, p, 874.
4Sibld», p. 840.
^%ryadale * pp. 6, 10. The Registrar General*s
figures show that between %79& and 1805 there had teen
1,718 marriages to 10,000 women. During the years 163$
to 1845 there were 1,533 marriages to the same number.

w
tfeyhew considered the thoroughly plausible reasons causing
that kind of life* but Its added one that others did not
mention.

He wrote that "the ruin of many girls is commenced

by reading the low trashy wishy-washy cheap publications
that the news-shops am new gorged with . . . »
!he places where Juvenile prostitution was carried
out varied lit Victorian Inndon. Many Juveniles lived with
their families or in -the lodging-houses as described above
instead.of in brothels.

Frequently* however, they brou^it

their customers to a brothel just for business*^!! jn ^
cases of the very young girls* they took their clients to
a coffeehouse where bod# m m easily acquired*

the

^Hayhew, london labour* p. 250.
*$fh#*s girls were not detained Against their will in
the brothels* however, BSP. 1681, 131* p. 44b, Sometimes
brothels appeared to be 'respectable dwellings from Idle
outside» Others m m cowered by frontaj they were legltlmate places of business on the ground floor. Hansard.
C0XCX il885), p. 607, It M S been estimated W l K r e
were 6,000 to 10*0(30 such establishments in bondon. Ibid..
p. 797. When brothal-fcsepers in one 'area were prosecuted
they Just sprang up in Mother* BSP. 1881* IX*' p. 437*
The ferothel-fceeper was likely to wbany type of person,
perhaps a worn out prostitute, but surprisingly one
occasionally found a "respectable" Individual in the
business* One such ease was that of an Alderman and
justice of the Peace who employed an agent to do the
dirty work* Hansard, ecxex (1885)* p. 1496.

1881, ix , p. 424. sometimes quite young
girls were not accepted in the brothel, although it was
not against any law. Brothel-leeepers were afraid of
public indignation.

ao
keeper would allow these children to taka m many m six
to ten sen up to it in one evening,1*?
As late ae the l880‘s the police m m

still quite

powerless legally concerning this type of vim*

But

even worse* they m m kept at the brothels* feet by the
sums paid to then In bribea,2*^ One house has 'Seen known
to pay as much .as & 500 a year with free services for
detectives and constables* **° however* when an order was
issued for some police action, the police would round, up
the. girls* but the next ni$r»t could probably be found
talking to them in entirely different circumstances.51
Physical end mental suffering t© a great.extent w m
the usual result of prostitution*

Many young girls took

a drink Just to put them in the frame of mind or to lower
their inhibitions to let them face what they were going
to do.^8 Shis was at the beginning of their careers*
however*

Soon drunkenness became a way of escape* and

^ibid,. p. mg,
4 8 iM_a,*

p. tao,

^Hansard, CCXCX (1885)# p. 806.
“ * 1685‘
GCXCX (1665)'# Pp. 806-807,
^William Booth* p.

l-*’

SI
the words of m e prostitute ®&y h a w teen fairly typical!
"fou^o no Idea how X look forward to my drop of gin."®®
Alcoholism was not their only sickness.

Veneras!

diseases of all kinds were very prevalent. Booth wrote
that Wwe have found girls in the Piccadilly at midnight
who are continually prostrated by hemorrhage, yet who
wSfc
have iso other way of life*. . .
So recorded teat
many of these girls wore actually mistreated in tea
hospitals or released tefore they m m m % & because they
were ©bracts of disgust*
Scorned by their relations* and ashamed to .mate
their case known eyen to those who help them*
unable longer to straggle out on the streets to
earn tee bread of abate* there are girls lying
.in many a dark hole lit this big city positively
rotting away. . . .55>
fteny girls were subjected to brutal treatment from
customers, owners of brothel® or coffeehouses, or their
boyfriends who m m

frequently pimps.®®

Almost m horrible was tee hopelessness of the
prostitutes* situation. Booth believed many of teem
simply committed suicide.57 {puny became so desperate
3%ayh«t» tendon labour, p. 8*.
5^wniiam Booth, p. 62.
5SIbld.
. ^p. m ,
<p*p»6
iBwa*pp
®®lbld., pp. 62-6S.
5^1bld,, p.* 63»

■teai they sold

, themselves literally for a base

crust of bread and

to tee street©,*®® Their

despair is described In the words of a young girl*

"I

can never be bettor tern X am*' From the float hour X
found myself blighted* X knew there m e no hope bat to
go on.

What position could x take in Ilf#} who woald

ever trust m t " ^

Osually tee young prostitute frankly

accepted her situation end ruin.

If 'tee did not die on

■teft. streets as so many did* she usually had only one
prospect in life teen her career m e over— the worldicuae.

®%bld»* p. 6b.
59Kaud Booth, p. fft,
®°«ary Jeune, ’’Helping the Fallen,rt
(duly-Beceraber, 1885), 669.

CHAPTER If:
rnmmwm mmwimW
On July it, 1885 **» gall Malt Qazetta contained the
following statement!

"London . * . is th® greatest waartsei

of human flesh In the whole world.**1 Beside® "voluntary**
Juvanlla prostitution in Victorian London* there was
another type of prostitution involving Juvenile®, hut it
was decidedly suite involuntary,

it earns to ho known ae

the white slave traffic, the revolting method of forcing
innocent girls into prostitution and the exploitation of
fJiin tm&iiM m m a Mutot of.
tiMMi I m

«mmh»

*a4 $NSfl|t«ti4MrtWMl a&tKk

By i$S§ m m t saajor oj&te* t&

ti&ft at

least one procurer^ who transported young children across
the channel to be "broken-In." By 1850 the trade had
grown and the agents* target became the middle or even
lnAMaiden Tribute to Modem Babylon,** tail Mall
amntet <Eondon>» July 10, 1885, p. b.

%aude B. Miner, Slavery of Prostitution (New fork!
Macmillan Company, Igloj, p. oS, ■ ■ ■
%srrot, p. 31*

83

2*>
upper class girl.
exception*

©je seventies and eighties 'Mans no

Children as young as eleven through fourteen

were feeing entrapped and decoyed.^ to oaks natters more
dreadful* the London of these days was «* * # one of the
n6 It was
worst cities in the world for prostitution.”w
known then as "‘the great breaking in ground*" for white
slaves** whore agents readily and easily procured, sold*
and bought young, girls* exporting or importing a volume
of literally thousand# naa regularly as cattle*
‘
fransported from London all over the world* some
English girls ended up in the particularly vile brothel#
4M

‘I VP- St-25,

% # soberly Bell* ji
fieri Flame of
(London: constable
„ IpSa)* ITiSS* Hereafter citedj
* flfe* inn Stafford
MM
/ftnne Pedlor
m i Rodder and
Stoughton, 190^J*p 9#j
(flew Storki Macmillan cSpasgr,
f$' **§
%d»in R. A.

Social Evil (Hew tons*

G
* P. Putnam
's Sm
s*

Theodore A. Bineham. fhe Girl that BisaoDearat Ihe
a Fact# about the White glavFfrafHc TSoafoni Go
qIbid., pp. lt-15, Cf* Terrot, pp. 30* bl-4b; Collier*
p. 126. Cf. Hansard. C(SS!l&: (1885)* p. 211* Sometimes
girls who nad been decoyed traveled openly on steamships
either in the company of the Placeur or a "governess* or
by themselves. Less lucky ones were forced to spend the
duration of the trip in the dark and almost airless hold
of the vessel. In such cases there was usually an advance
arrangement made with the crew. Ihere is some evidence
that other girls were ", • . drugged and put into coffin#
for shipment . . .
sometime# awstening and dying of
fright. See Collier, p. ifl|| ferrot, pp.

of South

Others m m sent to the United States.

It was reported at m m time that East End girls were being
taken to America., allegedly by Negroes.10 Actually* the
trad# in English girls was spread over the face of the
worldi

Egypt, South Africa, the Par East* Australia,11
12
as well M Europe. France and Belgium were the moot
likely destinations, however* Besides the foot that there

was a great demand for English slaves in these countries*
these wore the natural European outlets *
That there was a systematic trade in your® English
girls for purposes of prostitution, has "been proven by the
existence of letters written by the procurers*

One letter

read*
wpiwwweH^ia^wwwwBwwpwiiWiwni^
a *• ■m i H Bt B & ,||a I t e jc .-latei <■*»«*•
Gorham press* n.d*), p* aoi.

1%st, 1812* XXXS* p. S?5,
11Terrot* pp. SO*04.
12Belgium was* perhaps, the nest notorious area. It
was considered the ^center of' the European market,” See
Bullough, p. 177* Its corrupt police were' easily bribed*
and its sore than corrupt king spent b l,8oo a year buying
and defiling unfortunate English girls. See Collier,
. ill. Moreover, brothels- in Belgium were taxed as
rothels. thus they wars a profitable, and considerable
source of national revenue» See BSP, 1311* IE* p, 173,

t

^But -thsrs was also an incoming market to Bondon,
the traffic went two ways, there wars German, Belgium,
and French girls*-also many other European nationalities—
all imported for use either in Boadoa or to bs reexported
from Bondon to other parts of the world. See BSF. 1331,
XX, pp. 380, 507i Mayhew, Bondon labour, p. 26fTVillis,
pp. m*m$ Bingham, p. M > gill a m I aamtte (Bondon),
July 10, 1808, p, 4.

26
london, 19 May 1376
*Wy dear Xavier#
*1 Have Had a visit from your friend lout®# who
asked a» if' X could find two English girls for you.
X told him yes* Xf you can m m m Monday next X
Shall have all ready , ■* • ,»
*P,8 . I Have two very pretty packages who will
suit you m w Milt faro good girls* you know that
X Hava always served you wall* and I wish always
to serve you well*'
Another latter dated duly 26 of tin*' same year addressed to
a M

named quollln deooribsd a victim*

*»X have a fine

toll* dark girl {terunoj* beautiful teeth* fins bust , , » «•*
Other letters revealed intrigue and money talk*

* . eome

direct to as* nobody will knew that you have co w to London.
Xt la quite understood.

Xhree Hundred franca, everything

included and th© papers ready* *8 fh© .letters also attempted
to encourage and entice th# keepers*

“‘Ifou will to glad of

such m acquisition*w and **’X wish you to have the handir''dt»f7rtowti 'FTi sifai'i

-Htw

jifcb-iiyk.sUfa

Wj&'tikL j

i b M ■ ■ m . - w;*-*- iiA,

<& ■'*•«■*»

illihr

• » * * ; , ' $
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* .BSP* 1881, IX, pp. J78*H7g. Shree hundred francs
was too usual price of a ’'parcel* or colls. Aetually*
in English money, it varied f m m b r o w * 5Q0 par girl
depending on her beauty, refinement, tod social class,
dll of the parts of letters quoted above were written in
th e summer ©if iflfr fi bv a

E teb S ite titif} lutA

freely to a olaoeur for a goto many years. Pntil 1877
he was 6 maioF proourer* See Stafford, p. 98, That year
to was arrested and the traffic supposedly fell off wsm*
iitite ii
www&iM&Pm- a m ii n&t»ed S iS is s s i^ S S #
to the scene, toe .Si* 1881, XX* p. 367. After glytorg'a
release two years later, to quickly made his way bock tot#
the market, Hut to was soon in trouble with the low again*
this time to got two years &t hard labor in aotterdam,
Hut by tat© 1880 a tetter to his old associate, quoilin,
reveals he waa took at his old trade* Ibid.* p. AO*
actually, it was fairly simple for traffickers to avoid
legal responsibility slneo the erioe was often not wholly

W m m was alao another «oKpeapoad«Bee which left no
Question as to the existence of whit© slavery. Iheoe wore
th® letters written 'by.the white slaves themsalves. A
letter to .Hr* J$mur f**3» a girl named Adelina tanner 1#
illustrative*

"‘When X left M m & m six months ago X nan

os innocent as a child * * * and through compulsion was
obliged to tales a part in deceit and otter things worse.*“
w&ftt* #it %# mite §
•X cannot egress my feelings m this slavery* it
cannot be given any otter name* in my idea it is tha
cruellest thing that ever existed that innocent girls
should b© brought over here under false pretenses*
by men that get their living by it* and sold to the
highest bidders of the keepers of houses.'^
to the procurer*a mind* obviously* e young English
girl was Just ".. . a form of merchandise to be acquired
by industry and disposed of at a market price per parcel or
•package.*1* Be thought of his victims as *. . * stock on
m farm*,££o

kept .in good condition . . . «nd /Eo *jg7
_%g'
prevented f w s * * * escaping. *
eossaiitted in one country* if was begun in ©as country*
continued in another* and perhaps finished in still

flKSV# :^a*
1%SP* 1881* XX# p. ASh* *ir. Oyer, tendon printer
and publisher of the bite* was one of' fcte fairly early
organisers ate reformers against the traffic.
l6Xbld., p. 390.

a8
the procurers usually obtained their "ware" through
grass false pretenses or ffliareprasentationa of all sort#,
Adeline tanner* .in the.letter which, is quoted above in
parts is^lied that innocent .girls*, herself included, were
misled eo to the purposes of the trip abroad.

Indeed, it

was found that all English girls found in foreign brothels
m m deceived by false pretenses— at leapt to a certain
extent.1^ Some of th# victims* may have teen partially
willing, but none Knew what their g@elel.cti really entailed,
M l had teen tricked by tee procurers* clover methods.
{wtpa
fft'i
$$$ Jttfr
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St08"wfe
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be,
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girl© involved a prosalao of profitable ea^loysjent on the
continent,*® A certain woman, Hadara© Paradis, and ter
associate, Selleoartea, told teuiaa Hennessey and many
other girls who were in tee domestic services* test they
(tea im m m m a ) could got teen, mush tetter domestic
situation© on ted continent,

Sells©artes got other

victims who were ’’respectable® barmaids in tendon by
telling teem test te could get them higher paying jobs
doing the m m in parts**® A m m i approached s girl
named Hannah ate naked ter te work m a restaurant'in
^Hansard* o n e m <1865), p* ft#*
'*®te@ fiasa (tendon), April 14, 1881, p* 3#*
*%§£, 1881, XX, p. 374.

France *♦ * * where seme English girls were needed."2®
Klyborg had also used the restaurant approach, but he
added ether incentives. He told girls they would be
placed in hotels to speak to English customers or told them
they would become dancers or actresses.21 Still other girls
’
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to obtain victims by appearing to be friendly and sympa
thetic, affecting a manner which quickly enabled them to
gain the confidence of naive girls,a3 Woman In the
business promised to buy these children sweets or new
elothss*

fheir male counterparts went so far as to

court them, propose marriage, and whisk them, abroad,2^
^ I b M ., p. 496.
>

jt* &B3&

. p. m *

cr. M a p * |» if f H U M .

mdon), duly 10, 1885, p. s. in
girl would apply for a position and if aha
would be placed in .some wort of legitimate
She wore young end pretty, she might never
again.

unsuspecting
did not suit
work, but if
be hoard from

®%dward 0. Jannay,
a (Hew forki ha '
g^Fall Wall Qasette (london), July 8, 1885, p. t.
p. 79l Bingham* p. 17. Adeline fanner and
Bllen Howland were, both decoyed by such proposals. See
BSP. 1881* XX, p. bib.

Mock marriage ceremonies m m also utilized,2®

Chance

acquaintances, begun on a girl’s afternoon off in the park,
for example, brought about many another abduction*2^ ftmm
m m other cases where a family would hire a seemingly
respectable governess Mho would live- with the family for
a number of months, who would then abscond with all th©
daughters when the opportunity arose.2®
Other procurers simply ", « , lurked at porta and
stations, and . . . corners of the streets. In order to
entrap the ill-protected daughters . . .

Girls

returning fro® places of employment late at night m m
©specially vulnerable to advances.3° falsa "deconeeaea”
or "Sisters of Mercy" met girls at the railway stations
and offered their "kind" help, only to turn th© youngster
over to a brothel or clearing house.31 Charwomen ware often
0

.

part-time procuresses, bringing about the ruin of girls in
their neighborhood®.32 Procurers also entered reform homes
^ irjiWBW
W
wwwei^ir*,!iwrnHsmwrasaww

Ottilia* p. $3. M * Binghaua, p. 17j Mayhaw, London
Labour, p. 243.
p* 32.
geIbld,, p. 38.
^Hansard, CCXCX (1805), p. 9ft.
30Mansard. CCXCV1I 11384), p. 410.
% a l l Mail Gazette (LondonL July 8, ISIS, p. 4.
3gm a ., July 7, I885, p. 3 .

and prisons, looleing for girls detained for their first
OffenSOS*33
Another method of pawwsuring entailed placing m
advertisement to a local newspaper, This was so easy
moans of decoying middle-class girls. ®*e following
wee© cypicaij
♦Wealthy American couple would lite to adopt
beautiful -girl between 12 and 15. 'Mill educate
and giro every benefit of wealth, - gust bo
extremely beautiful and refined, and of honest
origin.*
♦fine position for young lady. Independent.
Moot be under tl# as companion to refined,
french lady to teach English, « d travel m
the continent* Address with photo.*
*Professor* %0 years odd:# with money# wishes to
mates the acquaintance of a Christian younglady,
who m y be poor# with m view to marriage **3*
One of the most deceitfully m i abominable ways that
a girl was sold into slavery was through her m m parents
or guardians*

Very young girls of the working classes

could be purchased from their parents or 'relatives for
a mere pound***® fha theory was ■that ■the child would lose
its virginity anyway, so a profit may OS well be made
before it was too

l a t e *

ams individuals in'the baby

33Ihid., s m y 6, 3.885, p. 6,
S^errot, psp* 32*33*
3%rvine, it* 639, .Jg> tall Mall QsMtto (London),
3ttS& 6# S88fti jm §*
3<*Marcua» p. 157*
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vlcfci«8» ar»ewex>a<3, **f#8* actresses**1* to tshieh fOyfeerg
anwted, «»lio, yeu*re notj fen a*» «*.» pNMttMim**"*
Before becoming imprisoned to a brothel, Hie whit®
Slav© m m given a physical examination by a certified
medical sector«'■*

BQcaasa prostitution in many European

countries was state controlled, this was a r©<pirsa»nfc by
Hm*

Hi®

n&n to

o r not there

m m any evidence of venereal disease,^ If disease wsr®
found* th© girl would ta confined .in a hospital for some
times mw»tho.4i Thorefora, any aonsibl® brothe1-keeper
® W w « # p . 4®#

3%Sf. 1881, xx> p. «9»*
p.
^°J3^ysdalS, p . tS * ■

ft3l§g* I88i» 3K* P* ^85.

33
would not buy such a girl*
would be th© procurer.

She loser in the transaction

Consequently* it.was to his

advantage to procure decent glrle-*at least girls who
were not common prostitutes.

Soso of theft* at any rate*

were positively certified as being virgin,
After the medical examination, the girls m m promptly
register®! with the polios* they were forced to sign an
admittance Which "allowed" thaw to become public prosti
tutes. Most of the girls did net #peak the language, so
they had no M o o of what was .going on* lot alone >realise
that they 'wars# in fact* signing their life away,

Goa

of the legal requirements -of' registering m s that a
certificate of birth m a t tee shown. Because m » % of th©
girl# were well under twenty-one, they usually had to
have false certificates.

It had not been difficult for

the supplier to obtain such documents far the girls.

Some

certificates were forged? for example, a birth date of
i860 would tee changed to I856. But in asst oaaee the
procurer usually went to Somerset House, told- the clerk
that ho needed th© certificate of a certain person, for
^glteid.» p. 3?f. Louisa Heimeaaey was such a one. In
fact, after being, in a brothel for several weeks, she was
still incapable of having relationships, so her keeper threw
her into one of the notorious venereal hospitals, claiming
that she was diseased, but where for many months sift under
went g series of terrifyingly torturous operations to
correct her situation* Bam. of her letters tell how
medical students held her down bodily while a fiendish
physician cut away at her "living flesh.

SSBHpSs*: &ft Ann WSHSSBS fe§fli in l898**for it nos likely
th a t th e re

3KM I3MI

he & p e rs o n w ith sooh a

t M if b o m

in any given year* ft*e certificate was then merely torn
from the book* and the procurer paid a fee of only 3s ?d*
this trouble was itien because there m m m m m penalties
in foreign countries if the girls m m under age. But
these risks did not keep the brotftel-leeepef from accepting
D M children with these false certificates*^-*
The life of the English white slave living in either
* H I M * M M k m M * * * * * leaden fersthel m m a m of
utter miaeiEy* ffta first obvious atrocity was that these
girXa $$$$$ tepti in virtual iBprtsowftwst*^ Once in a
while, perhaps every elk months, some were allowed to go
out, for a brief walk* tout then only in the company of the '
brothsl-feeeper or his trusted servant

girls were pre

vented fm m simply walking out because the doom m m
looted*^6 Most brothels had doors which could not be
opened from within except toy a special tmwJ^ although
they opened from the outside by a simple handle. ,
PP. 372, 376# 486, 506.
^
f. 7f7 a g . W * (1883),
p. 606i 7fe W m e a (London)* April 14* l88i, p. 10*

^%iuest a. Boll* sd*«
n.p. t o. s,
m * p. 488.

f
* Pf «

**% h e Times (London), April 14, 1881* p. 10*
47bsP, 1881, M * p. 4 # *

%%
Clear evidence of detention against ones will may be
Sean la the letter one girl managed to send to her fetter*'
the Slav®, Hannah# wrote from St. Omer, t e n » i on Sep*
tenter 35* 1076*
*)%’dear father, 1 would not have mother know,
for £ t e w tew ate would fret about ms# but £
shall not ba able to come hate at Christmas* and
m m M l appearances 1 shall m % tea tele to return
for years. When 1 think of tee way in which I hat®
teen deceived. * * * £ feel as though X .Should #0
out of my mind,'
Ordinarily white slaves m m not allowed to write letters,
nor did their keepers permit item to receive any# thus
preventing team from having contact with family and
friends who might come to the rescue
teste m m several other ways in which tea captivity
of tea white slave was further enforced,

their peraooal

oloteoa were taken away from teem and locked up so test
they ted nothing props** for Street waar.^ these clothes
m m replaced with negligees^0 or otter flimsy but often
fashionable attire.
Another thing test kept tee girls in a tttete of
subjection in the jg&Igg§ jjgg ftflMMtea **» ® fear of
the law. teen teste girls m m trapped into brothel
**%», 1881* XCVXIX. pp. It3* 196-199,
4%S1», 1881* XX* p. %8t« jf, tea 'Maes (tendon),
April lf^i881* p. 10.
'
^Ernest tell* pp. 36-37*

life* many# because of their youth# were forced by the
ted

to take a false or forced oertlfloate

as already described, m i s usually Meant going under a
false m m , which m m an offense againeto the Isw*^1 Pear
o# iiap^,S0iisiai^ for tiiia offanao literally1 prevented the00

girls from trying bo esaai?©,^2
tEha koaoera tei farther retained the alavea in their
,.«J»(u: --I1. ..,.
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girls ware charged o^orhitant rates for their room; and
board* wine* clothing, and for the price of their m s
bodies! that is* they m m

required to pay bade to the

tester Mia amotjuifc of Mte#3jp to h&til psSS to the tirootj^er
ft# h®r.^

Moreover* these girls were told the police

spistM an^st ifi&m if

triod to run i m p without

paying these Sebts^S ®r«5 m a t the keeper would confiscate
Ihiif

soss#SSi,oiiii*

tAttttl nlaves wt*# 4SfcA not confora to tho demteds mii#
on them in tto bromei# Were kept .in line by the threat of
«taw^w»M wwa;»>jaw<a*

S^jBSP, 1881, M i p, 388,
^Stafforfl.* p* fS*
g%8t* 1881* M # f *• IMS*
^^roosfc Bell* p* 38* 'Elisa Bond* for exensple, nada
400 to 600 Cranes per Month* tout she was constantly in
debt to m s Mistress of the brothel. See BSP* 1181, IX*
p* wfl*

m
violeaoe,

strong-willed girls m m sometimes beaten m l

iMvsft %0 n

i@ii %#

;
fi^i(i* m p i p

from being tea*#,®® frequently girls were strapped to the
bedposts, looted up, or

An assortment of rough-

necks or bullies were i t a n ©resent to ©msvent eseases
gad to aetilo otter matters that could aria® from time
to time.

Alfred Spar on# George aillet, two Ingliah

"men of highest eharaeter,” attempted to help seas girls
fSjEf
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with the warning that he would ”. • • break j^mi,^ heads
If

ever same bach
Besides houses of prostitution that held young girls

j%# ^i^tei&i,
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speoialized, Seme ware flogging ate torture houses.®®
Otlto^s .ipssSsSiy^S In

yoimg glrla> aiuiS #$£&

®®gail tell dutette. Ctendon), ihljr 6* 1865# pp. f*i*
^Ifrta. J£* Jtt* **•*» *** *•
5%os©phine Butler,
Si^ issSs II"
£Lond"on s “
"
®%8£» 1881, IX, p. 467, these tellies mate the ones
oho often^brcte-ln” or raped the novice mite Steve* Some
refined girts took as long aa. tan daps even with severe
treatment to reduce them to utter subjection, iso terrot,
»* 41, f«ayhew» London labour* no, 254*355# wrote teat
t Smi bullies are I S Ibarbat rufHans going, ate will n<
alte doing any sot of iniquity* • * *
®®gome had rings in tee ceiling item mite tea
children wavs teng tp teste wriata* See ferrot, p. 54.

called "infant! schools,0”'* toother Bondon establishments*a
specialty m a that of certifying virgins for patrons or
procurers* and aieo "In patching them up after violation, n^s
In theory the white slaves m m fms to leave the
bretftsla*»«t least Ia the foreign ones. Signs here posted
in several languages within the taalsona des dahaaohea which
stated: 'that they were. But for the reasons already die*
euaaed this was '-not so, Jtofthermofe* the foreign police
4 M not oven follow their m n regulations.

Alfred Dyer

had asked them to help him to evict Elisa Bond -from a
h m m t they refused. fS*«y told one English philanthropist
who wanted them to help several English girls that "we
cannot injure ostabliBhamato legally authorized* and in
which is much capital is invested," Yet police regularly
made the rounds of the brothels to determine
/the mgirls?
mm
m ■■ 'HT'

« , if

were there of their own accord” as they
^

were supposed to do by law* But the slam# m m forced
by the keepers and advised by the police to say that they
did not wish to ■lease*®*
_____ , Oaaatta (Bondon), July A# ti®§, p. f*
Pareata^could 'not ipt the police to search these houses
fir their children, but they could if there were a stolen
object in question, in these houses of psrvereion, old
men often took m e m than one child to bed with them at
:> Of, BSP, 1081. IX, pp. 388»389t Hansard, CCXCVIl
M

5~ E ; I »

f# p* 773*

'

.’........ .

9NlBBi|1aF. (Boadon), duly A* 1881* p. 5.
After tMIthey *erojnreqwntly resold aa virgins.
6%SP, 18S1, IX, m * 38a, 46a, 409, 510,

m
Understandably* this k&tx& of Ilf© m s m m hard cat
Its victims* 2he average life of a young whits sloss has
bean estimated at three to six yearn.®* tea usual cause
of death M

disease contracted from Vila clienta. But

tears were sometimes other faeters. Often these girls so
hotel their existence that they lost m m will to live*
If they succeeded in living to age twenty-five* they were
usually thrust out m

the streets* replaced by more attrac

tive and younger girls

So doubt scm girls were done

avray with fey panicked brothel-keepers* -too# th® latter
suspected that he was about to be apprehended for heaping
« minor.®® So other similar cases tee victims could fee
quls&ly and easily sold, to other brothsl*l«eep©rs In their
own or other cities.®^ Sometimes larger brothels auctioned
off as many as twenty pathetic* indeed girls at a time.**®
tee real tragedy of tee international and tendon mite
-slate trade in English girls woe* of course, the absolute
#pirltu& X

physical

th a t the^o

g iy i^
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1B| ferret* p. 48f mills* p* 4#*

®%anney* p. IPS*
8 % ^ » 1881* « * p* JSI*,1881*

x m i l * p. 218*

®%errot, pp. If*!©* 46-48. Human merchandise was
easily .passed along by underground tunnels in soma cities-*
aa Brussels and Antwerp* Some kaepers leapt a
telegraphy between ante other that' aided teem during the
precarious moments of teair carters.*.

esparienoea* fheir ilves haeams ** * * a gradml descent
from one grade of misery to another*"^9 if* f* Stead aptly
suamsea op the lot of those tragic figuress

*$hay snow© from

stage to stag®* from town
driven on and ever m

lifts restless gtiosto of the damned*

ontll at Mat they t m sleep # * « *”'®

69BSP* 2881# IX* #* *r8*
7%all Hall gazette (Lonslm), July 10, t8$S* S>* 5*
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A P M I H ^ a# Hi# internationai and €*ssSSS trate in
English girl# was, even. more so was the fact that it was
wfflWt^^JjJP'-Rl'.JW ' ^ ' TW r-f*»i

JfiiP so iistis? $##&$#ii-«
For M M
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was dona about aueh young girla becoming1p*wbibttt©ii,
whether voluntarily os? as white slavea,1 fh# problem
was not to Isa remedied until later in the eentury. But
(Py P^.k? t " e f *
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in and w m m «f the situation. Si© fight they began did
not bear results until well into the decade of the eighties,
nevertheless, their work amounted to a real crusade with
-all the struggle# emotion, excitement, and near martyrdom
m a t it took 00 long for these evils to be recognised
and marnIIMI
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attitude towards propriety.. <$m average Vietorlan simply
chose to deny or ignore that m e problem even existed,
la took an almost «*tmeh*liSs® attitude that whatever was
unpleasant would ceoao to ©Mat M i threaten if only It
^Hansard, CCXdIX (380SI* W * sm*SS$*
% w l » pp. S$*®@f Marcus, p. h.

were ignored. -WnforMnately, what almost none realised
was that it was virtually this same Victorian hypocrisy
that acted as a catalyst tothe growth of the slave trade.
the lata Victorians also had a false pride in their
nation*a moral superiority.3 yertwps it was partly dt» to
this that When the facto admitted no denial* they simply
decided that it was all very m u m o m and hast, left alone.
,jJ|f
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and wealthy patrons of the brothels sat in the House ©f
< S m m m m S would not pass the needed legislation s

the

mattor#
Warn, too# there was also the factor of English
jealousy of the liberty of the subject# and fear of
government infringement# $hua it was that parliament, *• . . by refusing to Interfere, ^au$? tacitly declared
the existence of prostitutes to be a necessary evil . . . ,
So spits of all tans*.a few actions* however feeble,
had been tajesin during the earlier portion of the nineteenth
century, and a few societies had M e n formed, fits earliest
group, with Mr. Wilberfore© as secretary, was called "She
Society for M e Suppression Of Vice*" In 1035 "She iondon
Society for the Protection of Itaung female# and Prevention
%adge tfnsworth, Maiden Tribute (iondom
Publishing & Suppliea. w r , I5W J 7p . '17.
%ayhew, tendon tefroar, p* S12.

Salvationist

m
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a

a

formed,, It acknowledged the

sjetstones of much juvenile prostitution and white slavery.®
ta the forties William s» eiMetone and his wife M l
tetesi a W^siiIgS tiMfHtatft t-o aid Sidllsii

fHMjf liftlytiMl found

A

an#

IHilt sSWttSA- homes to'

which they j?»rsKmally donated Quite substantially*

©nco

a mall# Shift et nl#»t« Gladstone used to walk the beat of
the prostitute in St$§ rescue effortej thia was to b® Mft
life*ions charitable interest,7
For the problem at hand, however, these efforts
could mot even be compared to- a drop in the ocean* Sot
until the late aijcties did the work for rescuing and
prot^ectlng
above,

develop into the full

xts leadership foil under that of a woman and tt

sSsSsse^s

test

if$£ $ few others began ft e&mp&ign that Btretched over
seventeen full years of struggle*
Circumstances sad coincidences created the right
climate that brought forth the tireless and devoted
efforts of Mrs* Butler.

Intellectually, etsotienolly,

M l personally, she had felt a need to become involved,
to make this her pui^oaft in life. She had been the
i#IW WJMf<l(ai.i|ir

% . Mobarly Bell, M i t t a l §aS,lfS» PP* 9^-95»
'?PMiip
^Philip
iiHyrrasr#

abMWMtet (Iftndon*

b&PPV

of &

and mother of four children

until 1864 when ter only daughter and youngest child fall
over a banister in the bmts and died. Her sorrow was
profound and her life held little meaning until she found
that 'Obi could give her mother love and ewe to others*
aaughters~*glria who had fallen into the depths of
immorality*

ter aelfieeaneaa in these actions is

revealed in tt« f* Stead's appraisal* Its wrote that she
was

. able to love the fallen * * » not with the

distant devotion of an angel* but with * * « intense
A
passionate sympathy * » * .
3S*is personal eefflpalgn had begun wten an understanding
old «&iafcarae« syapattetically had told Ufa* Butler where
to go to help otters in order to help ter to e&ae her
grief tear ter lost c h i l d t h i s therapy m m what she
needed! she tools over an early rescue hose for girls and
went to Brownies* Hill workhouse in tlverpool where ate
made frionde with two hundred human derelicts by helping

j-.j,

wW. ?*
1jMftfo**1®«f$s* mwmWw$ Itmf# ")i*""Is*
mj-

#*C o >W jfc

in

nfctr A f

A M f # Sketch <tendon*

-

pp, 6i-6a. Mrs* sutler*# interest -in girl#
tenI# be sold to date fescle o w n further* in the fifties
she took a girl into her home who was imprisoned in
Hewgate fte murdering ter baby* See Millicent o. Wmrntt
and B. M. «
and their Meaning
Aiaoalation ror M<
S» Motoarly Bell*

them t© plak oakum,1® &em soon brou^lit &e m ©f these ©iok
glrla# mostly prostitutes* home with he** send. narsad them
until they died.11 Before long ©it© and hor husband had
opened an industrial school for girls,1®
Curing til© course of this early work, Josephine Builer
had learned of the horrors of a prostitute*© life and of
the white alav© fcrafflo.13 At tha same tim * m m t * wore
besoming sataswhafc batter educated,3* and the feminine
movement had Juafc gotten underway, .fho titaing for a
fight for female rights was perfect,

Krs, Butler thus

entered ^fxoleSteartedly. the.struggle for repeal of the
Contagious Diseases Aota,15 tte goverrawnt*© means of
regulating prostitution*
fhe sixties,, then. Sit the beginning if opposition
to sanctioned, licensed vice,

Harriot Martine&u had

spoken wit against it in tile mily Hews earlier in the

It. Johnson and S.. A, Johnson* ©is*# Josephine s.
■■mm,

jftirfflli tft'hi.rf; ^
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irta yjffi
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3%iBi8y, pp. 77-78*
3%te**rot, P. 62 .
^iter husband rna always behind her and wae ft great
advocate of the higher education of woman* See.Stead,
pp. 32”33i Johnson and Jchnson, p. 55,
*%©ebfc» pp. 100*101.

46
decade, though ter pretests had Gallon on deaf eara,1^
Her objection wao that there was no real proof that the
Acts lessened venereal dieeasa, and that such legislation
only shewed that the government ree©gaia*a vice as a
necessity* the result being that the moral nature of the
country could not help tout be termed.17
A few years later Mrs. Jacob Bright and Miss telafcen*
llPBlfl
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alerting 9teepHite Butler who, sttbss«usnfcly became the
revolt*s leader,1^ Because she ten 'teat anxious for some*
thing constructive to he done for the prostitute, Mrs,
Butler soon m m to the conclusion that the fight against
the contagious Bieaaaes Acts m a t be better organised and
centralised,®0

“. • . that £ j k 0 tenon should ho regarded

as an individual with teed# ate visits like say other
human toeing. » * .*®3, was ter conviction*

Quickly tee

to form the "Katolon&l tete#totoAflittt!S© fight tte
detested legislation.
teteitetetete>tetejteiiiitei»iteMS»^tete>teteiteteWtete»teteite»eiMW»-

lg3M d ., p. 81*
*%, Mobariy tell* ItehtMte meatut, p* n .

**Xla^m* pm ?6*
pm 6$mm & smxmm* pm 6%*,
«%. Motoerly Bell, m u m M m . ' m a m * p* it.

Before the beginning of M m seventies, this opposition
had become strong and aggressive.22 fhe object of their
agitation was# of course, the state system of vice sen*
tool created by the Contagious Biseaae Prevention Act of
iS&t, the Act's purpose was to protect garriac«i towns by
subjecting prostitutes auajsected of having venereal disease
to a physical examination and by certifying hospitals fop
treatment«23 fhe year of 1066 saw a ascend act passed
which mads periodical examinations mandatory fef all
prostitutes, extended its power to «ere garrisons, and ’’
was to be enforced by special police**1^ During i860 and
1869 extensions®? these acts wore put into affect.3®

$j$i&
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fflMPfr IHiSf

the stolons of those who wore in favor of the legislation.
At this point in the Crusade, at least, the doctors were
behind the system of periodic examinations,2® Br, William
i4taw.gOiMsaaii^Ba|
Wjaoiiiw»OifeiMi
MwAwwtwSii*a«8awi

prostitutes which was reminiscent of the french system.
If a prostitute refused to be examined, she was subjected
to a prison term. See Stafford# p. S?*, Areas under the
Act included up to ten utiles surrounding the town nsosd.
So# Scott# p. 30.
a%tttler, p* 8,
2* W m the new women physicians lately supported the
Acte* See £* Meberly Bell, storming the etfcadal (London*
Constable and Co.* 1933), p* 8 K
-

Alston* toT Qxmnpl®? felt fcfa&t pwstitution was |NiSS
of society" and, therefore* should tea regulated.*? ftp*
Brysdale concurred*
Nothing can be more unjust than to Hasp a body of
men* ill® oof troops, in * stats of enforced
celibacy, and yet to permit the poor fellows to
become it prey to the diseases* whiah they m m m
certain to contract • * ,m
7o his mind venereal disease was nothing more than an
occupational hat&rd of the prostitute from which the
"innocent0 ooiater or sailor Mould be protooted*

others

believed Ma t the Acta had a good effect morally, M a t they
were actually a deterrent to young girls from becoming
prostitutes, and that whole towns were being "cleaned
JoeepMoe Butler and her followers did not agree.
ftioy believed that
, . . every town under the Acts had tessera® a
town where vice was considered necessary to the
soldier, and where torcthel-fceepera M i proeti*
tufcea* §&*** government sanction end help, catered
and 'Mat the legislation *» . . aowed broadcast the seeds
.ifW
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^tereaa* p. 4.
s%ryadale* pp*
^Oreat Britain# parliament. Sessional Paoors (House
Of Lords)* 1871, Vol. XIX "Koyel #gniiisS
eon*
tagloue Btsaaaea Acta, 1971* PP» IB* SB*
3°Stafford, p. 40.

m
of an immoral
women

m m over, the Acta deprived

* . of the safeguards and personal security

hitherto established by 'last , , * ."32 $B other words*
the oofs were opposed to the principles of fcha eonsfci*
tuti©«33 because thsso w a r n and girls were deprived of a

Jury trial,®*
fhero were also other reasons behind the Crusaders1
opposition, H » Morals Police created by the Acts could
operate upon m m suspicion alone* ruining the lives of
innocent yarns girls.35 H m y *» * • watched at the doors
of factories* and in. broad daylight followed and spoke in ^
the streets to girls employed there . . » #n and at night
they masqueraded as' gentlemen or sea captains in order to
catch girls off their g u a r d *38 Occasionally, innocent
gli*l0 ruainlns fBBHF owands or on thei^ m y to w # S
their beyfriends had been stopped and questioned.

For

this reason open courtship among Hie poor became almost
It**1

isiisiif^ws#^*
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®%sitSer* w * 79-8Qu
3%>awe®tfc and fteesier* p. hi,
33b 3S>, 1071* X3D£, p* IS,
S^jFiehnawi and yHmaen* p# 88, Under these Acta the
police could place a woman on trial as a common prostitute
and condemn her in her absence.
3%ag. 1871* XSX» p. 528.

36Seott, p* |3,
37ibid„ p, 31.

t m a short while* and had then married respectably, But
the Acts m m brasisd her by putting her on a register,
making h®r publicly unreapeobable and thus mining her
chance® for marriage,*^
Another main objection was that th© disease did not
decrease under tha Aeta»«eithsr aBong m n or prostitutes,
Stt fast, evidence would reveal the opposite effect.33
In 1870 the first Repeal M U against the Acts earns
up. In spite of violent.opposition, firs* Butler carried
her campaign from town to town. - Mott broke up meetings .
everywhere and brothel-keepera threatened to M U her,1*0
A number of times sho was turned out by hotels In the
middle of the night and She Had to go about disguised
3®Qreat Britain, Parilament
(flouse of 6©«Bona), ^iSSg, 101* Vli^SoSaei
of the Bouse of Commons on the Contagious Mseaaas Acta
of 1866, n p, I®. e*> Scott, p» fii A* Gilbertson,
'•ftmoral athlcs,** jgatoUnster Review,
(November,
1899>|» S»* 572.

m

3^BSP».1871, 30K* p* f* Scott, pp. 57, 61# fa
aospitsaTaatioa per 1,069 men, of pMaary, secondary
Syphilis, and Gonorrhea
1869 (Oradual extension of Acts) .
After tea years of operation)
lifter 13 am**#)

93.6
Ilf*8
135.0

One reason for the failure of the Acts mas that the system
dealt in no say with, controlling men— thus Ignoring that
males can also transmit disease not only to other proatl*
tubes but to wives. Also syphilis can remain dormant for
years and not bo detectable by exam, yet It Is still
transmittabIs,
^Stead, p* 52.
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an# tinder a falsa name,41 During ana meeting ruffians
spread cayenne pepper on the floor and lighted a basement
full of straw underneath them, and ate barely escaped with
her life**® But still the people came to hear her and were
spell-bound by her Quiet, yet forceful eloquence, She told
them:
’It is as if we were passengers in a water-logged
ship when all hands are sailed to the pumps. We
are all called to labour for the salvation of our
country. It is absolutely necessary to get rid of
all unjust, partial, oppressive, and impure laws;
for tha laws may have little power to males men
good, but they have very great pew©** to Increase
wickedness.’1*©
The Repeal Bill did not pass* but the fight was con
tinued during the Royal Commission of 18TO-187I. Mrs.
Butler was the only woman called to testify,44 but it
cannot be said she did not make herself heard.

She

strongly denied that the Acts had any good moral effect,
and asked for equal laws for men and women* ® She claimed
that the examinations hardened a girl morally,4®

She

predicted that morals would be lowered even more if the
4aSc©bt* p. IBS.
4ama.** p.

159.

4%ddress by Josephine Butler given at Croydon on
July 3, 1872 as cited by Scott, p. 112.
^Johnson and Johnson, p. 82.
4%Sf, 1071* XIX, p.
46Ibid., p, 623#
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our shores*"2*® end that "they must combat the evils which
drove woman to the streets* poverty* ignorance, the dread*
ltd overcrowded dwellings * . »

Finally AIM reported

the existence of the white SIAM trade end of juvenile
prostitution,
there were others as well who were .not enthusiastic
about the cjonbagious Disease# Acts* A few nmttori of the
medical profession begin to Question their effectiveness,®1
Kiniafcsrs of various elwirehes considered them immoral and
unjust end even said that they *feei«red fornication."S®
fohn Stuart mil* leading philosophical statesman of the
OAf* also testifies against them* Besides relating the
familiar argument that they endangered, 'the liberties of
all women* he said that they may be responsible for the
growth of prostitution.^®
*?R* Mobarly Ball, Josephine Butler, p. 90*
46Ibid.
^Stafford, p. 46.
9%8g* 1671, XIX, p. 6$.
^ibid*. p* 38. or. i>ryaSale*o opinion of the Acts
was somewhat lowered as compared to his previous view*.
^% M d «, pp. 60, $t*
HttJUU. pp.

0 7 *8 8 *

m
In the sad ^the oenBBiaeionera m m m t convinced that
tbs Acts were harmful or worthless, lot they did agree,
largely, to modify them, fbey reeearashded clot the
examination be diaoohMttttMt# that diseased prostitutes
should be hospitalized no longer than tamo months, and
that girls t m M in brothels under the age of sixteen
Should be sent to Industrial schools.®**
the proponed legislation that resulted from the
Remission* a delitoarationa was entitled % M i l to Repeal
the sontagioua Diseases Aeta m $ the Better Protection of
Women,tt Oddly enough, at first glance, the main appose**
of "Mr, Bruce*a M i l ” m m 0met of the Repealers them*
selves,. While the new M i l would repeal the Acta,
government regulation would not be abolished because
W m police would tee given greater powers Of arresting
women,55 "Hr, Bruce's M i l ” was also to tee applied to
the 'Whole country (not .Just certain garrison towns and
their vicinity}* solicitation m s to be made an offense,
and the age of consent was to toe raised to fourteen.®^
M t its controversial clauses doomed it from the beginning
and it never got off the ground,
pp. a§>*»
55Soott, p. 150,

,

During 1873 and i8?4 opposition to government regu
lation continued to grew, the worltine classes .pit. their
AsII support behind Josephine Butler,

'Trade Councils

passed resolution®* and iooal •associations sprang up
' V'

while Mho continued har traveling about the country*
slde.®^ 'Binally, in 1075 Parliament raised the age of
consent from twelve to thirteen* however* this appeased
the Crusaders very little,:
Mat same year Hie struggle attained new proportions
M e n Mrs, farcy was found dead in Baaingatolee Canal.

Mis

widowed mother of three children had bean a professional
entertainer in a audio hall until the police began dogging
of her teen-age daugh*
ter.58 M e events that followed after M e polite' told
hath of M a m to report to boclt hospital brought Mra. Percy
to suicidal despair and to the banks of the canal* M e
death of this "fairly respectable" woman (at any rate M e
was not a prostitute nor was her daughter) was blamed on
M s Contagious Diseases Acta, The case was investigated
and the circumstances claimed were found to be substan
tially true,5®
57,Ibld«» p. 1491 g. Jfeberly.Bell* Josephine Mtler*
pp. 1OEPI05i Butler* pp. 169-170,
*— * » * « « w s « w
^Stafford, p. ft.
5%reat Britain* parliament, Sessional Papers (House
of Commons}* 188l» Vol. V t H 'tepoi^ of tlSe select Committee
of M s House of Commons on M s Contagious Diseases Acts*
1879-1881, *’ p» 53®*

During theae yeare a statesman had m m to the aid of
the Crusaders. Jams Stanafeid, an ardent liberal* became
the leader of the Repealers in parliament#

In 16?0 he had

pledged to oppose the nets wstrenuoualF#'*^0 and then the
defeat of the- liberal party in lift had freed him from
M s cabinet post**’1 providing him with the opportunity
tS'jstn the Repealers as eice«pra9ldent of their "National
Association*" M l of M S amounted to the sacrificing of
tie political career to w » cause of the Crusade*^2 He
was aware of this* ^but hie courage and eloquence gave the
Repealers new hope
*td* said He# 'will always speed* fro® my conscience.

Ho

of

tuir

lips# but where it is ggeeeeary is speak plainly*
I will speak plainly,'®*
Ha pointed out# like © M r s # that the Acts wars against the
principles of English lust and also showed (with the help
of a ttf*
the reductions of disease were worthless,^ In 1883 His
WSawiisMpMN
Hilt HftMftttgA# $*
^Butler* p* lit.
_i, c. X. Ensor, Englandt - itemiftii (Oscfordi
piarendon trass# W m h W Wt*
fE&Mw SSwiRpQi^aK*;# .#?# m0Wi
^Scott* p. X8@,
6%SP, 1881, PSIX* pp. 3^-3#
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influence was largely responsible for getting the Resolution
for the Hepeal of the Acta.®®
Because of hie parliamentary knowledge had standing#
Serna Stansfeld was a great gain to the cause* He was held
in high regard by the public®7 as m i l as by his colleagues
In the Crusade*

Josephine Butler clearly admired him*

*1 have seldom met with a man who had so much of
the woman* a heart in till# matter. He had so deep
a respect for womanhood# even at its worst* and
so much tenderness for the fallen. « • .‘w®
m his estimate of Stansfeldfs contribiuilcna, Stead soldi
■_*0 ■ '

‘JSfone of ail those who Joined the crusade was more
chivalrously loyal* m o m absolutely devoted to the
cause. A man with official experience* a wide
knowledge of men and affaire# who knew his way
about idle dark places of administrative offices
* , . was* till' the last the most considerable
M M in the army of Bepeal, 'V9
Meanwhile# Mrs. Butler had been touring Buraya to
learn more about the conditions of prostitution,

ate had

discovered that "poor girls are being brought m m every*
where to be enslaved in this diabolic service# waggons full
of them arrive by train from other countries* under the
and Hatmnond. w* Illlfi*
Mi®
government suspended the Act# as far as police enforce
ment went* but they were not eeagilebely off the books
until the Repeal in 1886»'-'
®7Paweett and furner* p. 8§f*
® % o cited by Johnson and Johnson# p, 18#.
®&A» cited by Hammond and Hammond* p. 6#.
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care of the police * • *

In Paris sh® visited it* ■

M m m $ a prison-hospital* where police often pit potential
op actual JweeniS# prostitutes^3, "what she saw there m m
00

Inexpressibly painful that aha would never speak of

m * 0f@ % a direct result of her tour was the forasation of
the "British and Continental Federation fop Abolition of
f

jw

jt

Government Regulation of Prostitution.3
By 1880 Kre. Butler decided It M S time to be heard and
declared that English girls, ages eleven through fifteen,
M M being held in Belgian and Holland brothels, the
Belgian police were furious and English newspapers
attacked her,^

Her disclosurea resulted in the forma*

tion of the *61% of louden Association for the Suppression
of th» traffic in English Sirls for the purpose of Con
tinental Prostitution.

this society protested the need

**# Mobsrly Bell# j ggtgjm Sutler, p* 134.
^Dryadalc, p. 23.
7%, Hoberly Bell# Josephine ffiitlep* pp. llf*llS»
7%R©bi*. p. 10%'*
7%, Moberly Bell#

p. 1§S*

^Alfred Dyer and Benjamin Scott, honorary Secretary
of the City of London for Repeal and Chamberlain of th®
City of London were its organisers and leaders* Byer hoi
stumbled into knowledge of the traffic when A friend who
hoi visited a brothel in Brussels told him of English
girls Ming hold there. He than aada a personal tour of
the brothels in that city and helped several girls escape*
See ferret# pp. 67*60,

for an Inquiry--ana got gam* action* fti® government sent
fboniaa W* Snegge# barrister at the English Bar* to Belgium
to M ® whether English girls ifere* indeed* being trans
ported a# whit® slaves.7® H© retries that it was all tee
true*77 nut it was Hrs* Butler’s petition that resulted in
anything elm being done.78 signed by one thousand women
and presented to lari Granville at the House Of lords. It
asked for changes in the M m so that no English girla
could he deprived of their freedoms by "fores or fraud"
and detained in a foreign eity in virtual

bondage

,79

Within a month a Select Committee of the House of Lords
was appointed to investigate!
Hi duly of 1882 th# Report of this Select Committee ■
ilt& l* I t

to# 0 ■EEsS#Sslsiil#1 JPW ggtl&&Xid feci

solicit a girl to leave her country to enter a foreign
brothel, that it should raise the age of consent to six*
teen, and that If should he a misdemeanor to receive a
juvenile (under sixteen) into a brothel., Hie criminal
T^BSf, 1881# 3«» p. SM«
77yh«tt Snagge had attempted to discover in his
investigation was whether the exportation of English
girls was a systematic trade, whether Bagliah girl#
were induced by false pretenses to leave England* and
whether these girls were formed against their will to
become prostitutes and were held m prisoners in houses*
See BSg, l88l, IX, p* tfS* He found this to be the case
"bt&oM all doubt.
7%arrot* p. Ilf*
7 ^Uh»worth*

p,

18*

haw &nsndfflftnt Bill, based on this Report# passed the lords
in 1883 but was dropped in tbs Cemsonst the same thing
occurred in 180ft# and again in the spring of 1885.®®
apparently there ware those in parliament who did not
agree with lord Shaftesbury who said that "*nothing more
oraal, appalling or detestable oan 'be found in the history
of crime nil over the world*w8i or with lord Balhousie who
declared that the traffic ®*surpasses in arrant villainy
and rascality any other trad® in human beings in any part
of the world in ancient or modem tiaK3e*,“®2 But how
wore they to be eonvlneed?

wp|iisidiai
sti
sspNi8W<sis«d)ww^
. 8%anaard* CCXCX {1883}, p. i$h$» In the Bill of May
I885# the agoof eonaenthad bean lowered to fifteen* lee
Ihe giaea (Bondon), Mey 0, 1885* p. 11.
“ . w . * 214
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CHAPTER IV

SALVATION M M X ACTION
-Apparently there m m only so much that leaders of
organizations, city bodies, and government officials
could do* They could attempt to get the legal action,
yet they did not always have the means or the methods of
hitting the problem at its own level* The Salvation Army
did*

What William Booth had done was simply to apply the

Christian religion to social problems and he had taken
it straight to "the lowest of the low."1 The General's
descriptive words, "'We are 'moral scavengers, 'Batting
the very sewers,'*2 may give some idea of the extent to
which the Army went and Its sincerity in these matters.
Prom its beginning the Salvation Army m m directed
by its founder*s mind, personality, and will,3 Although
%**vine, II, 6S&* Of. Herman Auaubel, "General
Booth1# Scheme of Social salvation,u The American
ila ig lg J l

m m *

vn (A p r il, 2991)

%egbie, 1, 43*U
%illia» Booth's character and personality was shaped
by the circumstances of his earlier life. The first influ
encing factor was poverty* Speculation combined with the
effects of a trade depression had left his father bankrupt,
See Bernard Watson, A
60

@1
William Booth*® first concern was for saving soul®, he
quickly discovered that a starving and homeless individual
could not he expected to have the condition of M s soul as
h,

his first concern.

This realization and willingness to do

something about it turned the Salvation Army into a full
Seale social movement.
■Before the Army can Justly ho. said to have become such
an important social force, however. It was imperative that
it create aome kind of an effect on society. ^ m i s they;-.
tf» (londont Hodder and Stoughton* l9<Sk),
p. is. m e aeo&nd factor was a vow that ha had made in
l8AA at the age of fifteen. Open his conversion, he had
promised that "flod should have *all there is of William
Sooth**” See Richard Armstrong* "An Away of Sentle
actor was the pro
found Influence Wesley had had over him* See Collier,
p. 28. He was still a hey when he* following Wealey*a
example, began preaching in the streets of Nottingham,
his home town! before he was out of his teen®, he had
become a revivalist minister* the final important
circumstance was his inability to fit in with existing
churches. Because of strong evangelistic tendencies,
g(j§|h
f§ 'bSSiHIS
tljLS
and was forced to leave a church. See Sallia Ghesham,
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nvariably.
moved on to the next most
33§! Bagbie, 11, f&t Ervins, II, 62?.
%be Army's first affects ®o society wore astonishing,
Zn 18?® two young sisters called "Hallelujah Basses,"
Rachael and Louise Agar, were sent to Tynaide where they
reclaimed "three hundred drunken reprobates” in only six
weeks. See Hebert Sandall, Tha History oj
(Londons Thomas Selsen,
11, 7. in a
sicularly drunken area in South Wales, Bhondda Valley,
2,600 converts were gained in six waeksj m a week*® time.
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aeeompliehefi rather early* and tha attention they arouood
came from all classes,

From some segments of the English

population they obtained support* hut they were vary early
a controversial group,**
Xn general, public opinion, when net in direst oppo
sition, remained rather narrow-minded and looted, at least,
miMlw askance at the Army's actions,

Groups in © m class,

however, wasted through becoming a degenerate and brutal
web* tart of another class wade cold denouncements. But
riots and criticism were probably inevitable*

One per

ceptive observer of the Array's situation, John Bright
at one pub, only three pints of beer were drawn. Collier,
p. 104, .fhe alcohol business was hurt in other places
too* See Watson# pp. 19-20. On® gin dealer offered the
H&lielu^ah losses h 300 to get out of toss on the next
twin* ceiiier# p. 104*
% s© Harry Edward Neal* Warn Halleluiah Amy (Phila
delphia* Chilton Co., BMdt awnt»SS» lyoSJ*'p. if*
0£&O0l$£.$ft 1so the A w raime4 riS tte iSf
%t#0ii
Victoria who was "angry" that the General had founded an
"army* when there should have been none but her own in
the realm to the "Skeleton Armies" eoBpstfwsd Of ir&ffletera,
brewers and tha lowest ruffians of the gutter, terrot#
p. 7®, fha Salvation Army was actually persecuted by
thee® groups. Blots and virtual warfare resulted in
varying degrees including death* Collier* p. 104| Eileen
Douglas and Mildred Duff, OoBBaiooloncr Rallton {Londons
Salvationist publishing an2suppiiea^tarTj®eO#, p. §6j
Begbie, 11* 11* Booth* himself, was in danger of losing
his life* See Nelson, p. l?8. Even the police seemed
to tee against the Amy, See Ervins* II, 624j Sandall, XX,
191* the Army's gay and noisy marching bands .appalled the
clerics, while its founder was labeled "anti-Christ."
Herbert A* Biaftey* dr. . Soldiers, jttjaattjMBiii ( n m j w i a
Macmillan Company, 1955?*p. 17* Be® eoilier* p. 110,

sensed this* Pro® the House of Commons an May 3# 1882, he
wrote to Mrs* Booth*
*1 suspect your .good work will not suffer mate
rially frc© the ill treatment you are meeting
with," tee people who nob you would, doubtless*
'hate mobbed the apostles, four faith and patience
will prevail, *?
%

attacking the alcohol problem and converting men and

women, the Salvation A m y had at least stirred tip the coun
try, But even raore important# it was soon helping to feed,
olothe# and house the masses* Car the early eighties the
Salvation A m y had become involved In social work of all
kinda.® But the rescuing and rehabilitating of young girls
from a life of juvenile prostitution or white slavery was
Ta» cited by Begbie, 21, 3*
“Salvation Army slum work began in the Spring 'Of 1884.
Members of the women's officer training corps passed out
spring flowers with practical messages attachedi "'Sin
is horrid* chuck it upl*“ or "'Give the devil the slip,'11
See Sandall, XX* fm m * Mama Booth suggested that Captain
Hudson $m i 00^3^1 isafefc® t$Ji& a i m i in
l*m10 m o m
their uniforms rare replaced with threadbare dresses and
shawls. See Maud 8. C. Booth, "Salvation Work in the
Slut®*,* Scribner*a. W i t {January# 1895)* P* 103, this
group becara imcSn as tee Cellar, Gutter, and Garret
Brigade* teus there was in tea Salvation A my a movemeat to clean out the alums* tee Albert Shaw, "A tear
of General Booth's Norte," Porum. Nil (February, 1892),
p, 765. Another group of Salvation A my social workers
woe the Prison date Brigade, Xn 1884 Booth established
a homo for ex-prisoners in tendon. See Sandall, SIX* 3-4.
tee program was based on tee premise teat if a convert
sincerely wished to reform, he should be given & new
environment. . Discharged prisoners rare rat outside the
gaol on tee day of release and were persuaded to go to
on artsy home where they could be ted* clothed, and put
to work until a job on the outside could be found.
Ervlne, XX, ©29.
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one of the mats successful^ and Interesting feasts of their
development into a social movement.
fhe beginnings of these- efforts to help young girls
date back to the- Army's earliest fears when it was still
known as the Christian Mission.

In 1366 the first shelter

for traffic victims was set up* tout for lack of funds It
eventually was shut down,10 But all endeavors .along these
lines did not halt completely.

Mrs. William Booth for

years had been interested in the problem and had held
meetings for prostitutes.11 Other sympathetic soldiers
frequently took these girls into their own homes.12
Major Caroline Reynolds told how* In 1377* attempts were
cede to help the fallen;

”»We used to go off at nights,'

she said* *two by two in search of lost sheep,

kb had many

%erhaps one of the reasons they were successful was
because many of the salvation Army loose# who warned girls
about the traffic were conten5>oraries and thus were
listened to. see Tsrrot, pp, 76-77, Also -there was the
faster of social class. Many of these young soldiers
were virtually ba m and bred in the slums and thus did
net arouse any suspicion and their sincerity was accepted
at face value. See Prod A. McKenzie, "Th© Salvation
Army a» a Social yoree," MWjaag Magazine, X U (November,
1900)# p. 698.
^Sandall, 1* 86* 30# WO*
HErvine, II, 639,
l%ramw@ll Booth* Echoes and Memories (Londons
and Stoughton Limited, 'igegj, ». 'llT.

Holder

Interesting and promising eases* but hiving si home to
which to take them* m

lost sight of most of them. •**18

Rescue work that had lasting effects grew out of the
personal efforts of Mrs* Cottrill, Converts Army Sergeant
for the Whitechapel Corps and Mother of a large family. ^
While devoting her evenings to Army work is the early
eighties, she had discovered the plight of many poor
girls and took it upon herself -to help them.

One nt&it

ft girl told her how she had come from the country, expecting
to be employed in the domestic service, but was instead
trapped 'in « nearby brothel.18
Mrs. Cottrill*s solution was to take this girl and
many like her into her own hone, often giving, up her own
bed to them, while she slept in the kitchen.
thsrat

She fed

"If « girl came at dinner time, a Cottrill child

was expected to giva up 'his place at the table,
even gave them her own clothes to wear.1®

and

“'Sometimes

*3*0 told in an iff® Interview with this officer,
Sited by Sandall, 111# If*
^Stafford, p. 187, saysthere were five children
while Sandall, XXX, IS, siting ft1931interview with
Mrs. Cottrill, relates that there ware six.
l%tafford* p* 187*
^neworth, p, 5*
^Xfrld., p. 6.
l8Sandall, XXX, 14.
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helping them to find respectable es^lojrcsenb.1® She
gave other girls the job of embroidering salvation Array
jerseys.20 than lata at nigit, the tireless woman
slipped out onto Ratcliff Ml$m&$, e m of london's neat
notorious places for brothels and procurers, to rescue
young girls.2*
Eventually* the two basement rooms allotted to the
repentant prostitutes began to overflew* and the girls
moved upstairs with the family.22 At this point Hr*
Oottrill lost hie patience and ordered then all out.2*
poor Mrs. Cofctrill, caught between love for her husband
and pity for the girls* took her problem to Bramweii
Sooth* oldest son of the deneral and the Away’s CMef-ofstaff, who gave her his permission to- “look for some
Rooms*®21*
* % M d . Her effort# were not to vain* ,.
of August ®* 188ft stated m a t **» . . many 01
_ L» she thus sheltered are today in superior situation#
gaining the respect of all around thorn. One after being
two years in m situation, ia now an officer in Hie Sal
vation many#*
®%taffora» p. xa6.
2%o#worth, p. 9. Police went only in couples along
this road; it ws# also the scene of later "lack the Ripper1*
murder#,

^Stafford* p. 128.
23sandall, Itt, If*

m
But it Mte not

bo

simple,

Mrs. Cottrtil spent days

looking In w i n because *** * • nobody would let rooms
for that purpose.*"2® Finally das found a house on
Banbury Street whoso sys^&thetie landlord, listened to
he** story and agreed to lease the property to the Array.2®
3!h® home became known aa the Banbury Street shelter*
It was quickly filled with secondhand furniture. Ws» girls,
themselves* cleaned it far occupancy and made their own
mattresses and pillowcases out'Of old clothing.

They

supported themselves by securing more embroidery work and
37

by doing laundry, *
At lust the Army had a rescue home and It was a success.
Its purpose was to earn young girls who had or m m

Just

entering a life of prostitution.2® ft*e following states
the "official'* purpose and principles of the hornet
Ihane is no attempt to prevent any of the inmates
from escaping, all being free to come and go* as
wa rely entirely upon spiritual Influence for
leading them on in thair desires and efforts to
begin a new Ufa* She foundation principle is
lovei the love that'seeks to save Christ’s lost
(WwMiiMwwe

bid. As told by Hra* Cottrlll When she was
eighty-ons in the 1921 interview.
2®2b|d. She landlord was the Reverend William fyler.
fa told Hre, Cottrlll that he wished there wars others
’who had a heart to help poor girls.*"
^Xbid., pp. 16-18, '
% m h

p. 8a.

oneo, !h® one aim is salvation and the only
ground of confidence la tha power of Sod to
change the moat sinful heart and Ilf©.2*
fo m l the home* Mrs, Cottrlll want hack out onto Ratcliff
Highway had shouted Into the darkness*

”'lf any girl is in

need of shelter, go to Banbury Street where you will be
welcomed,**3®
Before long the' heme was overflowing and girl© were
Ming turned

a w a y , 31

Even the energetic Mrs* cottrlll

could not manage it easily new, so it was turned over to
Braswell*s young wife, Florence.32
The younger Mrs, Booth, not long a wlfe*«and a anther
only a few months, found the situation in which she was
placed to be rather painfult
•How seat© the contrasts in my life at this 'time.
Such bliss at heme, the purest love of husband
■iWiiWMSWi.iwiWjWWW ^

^Stafford, p. 12$, Aim, prostitutes were' being
sent to Banbury Street from all over England. See
Bnswarth, pp. If»l3*
3*Sandatt» m *

IS*

3% h o first year saw_elghty»atx girls go through the
shelter, Sandall* fit, 13. ©uring the following three
years, throe hundred phased through. Collier, p. IBS,
m m 1S83 through is#, £,£83 girls found belter in this
mlu QwWW
UQwS* »2r
Miflgr WOTtC
wCaJlQfl Sfla
girls had expended. Shelter homes accommodating 237 were
opened in iondon for decent but poor girts who could not
afford to pay regular room % d board, thus preventing
them from possible degradation, Sec Maud Booth, Beneath
two Flags, p p . ig*8k*
Jib
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-Wastes.

m
ana my darling baby • . . titan suddenly titaaa
terrible revelations.•33
As a doctor’s daughter* Florence had come from an upper
alas# h ow and could hardly have bean expected to teas had
any knowledge of the conditions with which she was now
confronted*

As & iiondon school girl* she had heard Mrs*

William: Sooth speah and had immediately decided that the
A*wy was to be her way of tlfej shortly she had gone to
fran.ee to pursue its international interest**3^ Although
Mil# #3E&#;x&$f$&6 witti Mi# iltmr ted no#

tie* #©*►-

what she now saw. she quickly rose to tite situation with
determination,^
The young matron spent the greater part of every day
at the refuge listening to tite girls* then went home at
night and cried herself to sloop out of pity for them.^
Through her discussions with them* Florence discovered
'tite ". * « vicious network of carefully devised agencies
* * »

that trapped young children* Appalled* she was

^%lorsse# Booth quoted in Hie Sunday Circle* March*
1933* as cited by Unaworth, p. ifT
^
3^1bid.« pp. 10-11. Meanwhile aim had met Braswell,
the f l w m l ’s oldest con* suti within a year they had
h&&n i&BradUMjI*
^Stafford* p* 130.
3%newortii* p. 13»
3?Braaarell Booth* p. 118.

T©

the first to inform Her husband of a regular slave traffic
In girls both within England and to tbs continent,3®
Rebecca Barrett— ohild prostitute* teen»ags brothelkeeper# procuress not long thereafter* and nos in 188b a
hopeless alcoholic at thirty-aix— waa probably on® of
Florence Booth's main sources of information,

Onlite the

other girls in the shelter {for aha could hardly be called
a "girl*'}, she wag hardened by having spent two-thirds of
hat* Mjf# %m $0 $!*&& iMSljifc in sMlilS' SiMralSto find
well have been supposed to be “beyond reclaim.”®

Actually

she was fortunate just to have been accepted at Banbury
Street! it was filled beyond capacity as it mas,

mis

would not have been but for the determination of Captain
"Hawker" denes who Had discovered her at a Salvation Army
meeting in Horthampton where ftsfeecaa had gone for Her
health, this officer had taken Rebecca to a doctor and
Had nursed Her in Her m m homa,^3,
%

to this point Rebecca tfarrefcfc'a life experiences had

been nearly a classic exampSo of Victorian immorality.448
^Haworth# p. i$<
'» P.
^^^nsmtortH* p. 20.
4lIbid,* p. 21. At this time Rebecca was very 111 and
not expected to live* Perhaps that is why the attended the
revival aseting.
^Rebecca jarrett's Ufa History illustrates exactly
what was dismissed in the first two chapters of this paper.

n
He** heme life had been one of unhappiness and poverty.

Her

father M S spent money on other women m S finally had
deserted his wife anS thirteen children*4^

Her Wittier MS.

drunk heavily.4*4* And with M r mothers knowledge end per*
mi8sien*»for M e M S greedily taken her youngest child,4*5
aged twelve# there heroslf— Hebeooa M l been seduced at .the
notorious cremome Gardens4*® Mere ", * * the gentlemen M o
were so attracted by this pretty child paid M r mother very
well indeed. "**7 Proa Matt on Rebecca had Kept her* mother
In funds until her brother had returned from ssea when M e
was fifteen, M l discovered M r livelihood, M l had locked
her eat of the house.4*® Rebecca M e n had turned to seme
of her old customers *wt»o set her up in a house" of her
own1*® ".. . where she lot rooms to men and girls from
M s Cretans*® Gardens M i other similar haunts."50 later,
Milo M s was still young, M e had become the mistress of
^Synsworth, p. it*
^Stafford, p. l|t,

^%h8worth» p. t2 emd ferrot, p. fff as M i l as other
sources available relate that Rebecca m m the youngest of
thirteen, Stafford, p. X|2, says oho was the oldest M i
la assumed by M i s writer to be in error.
^ferrofc, p, 96.
^Stafford# p. Ill*
®®OMMWth# p. i|#
^Ibid.
^Stafford, p. SS3*
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ft man in Berbyehixo where they haft had ft little house and
ft baby, If the child haft not died, perhaps Sh® would net
have left him*®* As It was she had reverted to her bid
way of life.
By the early eighties Rebecca had become ugly and
elck.

Her fortunes reversed* she had obtained laundry work

at a bonders hotel but eventually had taken, up with a certain
"Sullivan" who haft put hay back into the ^fuainesa*” it was
not lom* however* before her drinking and the long-range
effects of a previously broken leg haft raafte her a physical
wrack.

Subsequently* in 108%. ah® heft gone to Rorthaapten

for rest as described above.

One© there, her ooBgtanion,

still "Sullivan," ", « * was only too thankful to shift
his responsibility to oaptain Jones # * * **®®' who eventually
had sent Rebecca on to London*
Rebecca Jarrett later said of her arrival at the
Hanbury Street tas«

"» . * a lovely young mothar 'With

ft reft jersey on rushed up and kissed me and said* *1 have
been waiting for you to come, Star*1*®® fiorence Booth*®
devotion and care, together with that of the other Army
girls, eventually "won tier over to a new life" although
^IMBworth, p. 2$.
Stafford, pp. 133-13^.
SSproa Jarrett‘a own life @toxy as cited by bnaworth,
p. 25,
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they did not try to force religion on bet* in any way*
"•It was not the preaching, tut the care they took of
00 **®^ that eventually changed ha*,

®iough sincere* Rebecca proved 'to be only human.
Onoe or twite she was tempted to return to the more
exciting old life.®® At' o result, Ploronce end Mrs.
William Booth sought aid in her behalf from Josephine
Butler who helped Rebecca set up ft mall' rescue hem in
Winchester for juvenile prostitutes and white slave
victims with % 30 she heft saved from the earnings of
her former way of life,®® Of these efforts Mrs. Butler
recordedi
•Rebecca's influence here was something eatraordi*
nary* She went otrai^tb into the worst dsns of
infamy . , * full of men ani ««en of the lowest
type* and would get them down on their knees, pray
with them • * . i » n other perauasiona felled.
She related to them what she herself haft been
. , , » She reality efcruck home.'ST
She atory of Rebecca darratt la an important one in
the history of the Purity CruBads*«not only for the sake of
the Salvation Army, taut also for the Crusade m a whole,
®**£bld,* p. Si,
^Stafford, p. U S ,
®%nsworth, p. 27. Josephine Butler had been
sympathetic with and friend® of the Army for some time.
See E. Moberly Bell, Josephine Butler, pp. 170*178.
®%si8wertb* p, 27.

She proved to be the "essential link*’®® between the Salvation Arwjr, 8rs. Butler# and w. W, Stesd«*the major
participants in the Crusaae.

Although perhaps the moat

Important; Rebecca was not the only person to plunge the
machinery of the Anay into the struggle,

& girl wearing

a red areas literally shocked Bramwall Booth into action,
Until this incident, to had never folly believed his wife's
AS/%

stories*5*

Annie Swan, & wholesome Essex country lass of seven*
teen, tod# like countless before and after tor# cetne to
London in

#01* &

torrent and found herself trapped in a brothel,®0 She had
done nothing hat go to the address listed* toes inside
she refused to comply with the keepers demands, and .after
being assaulted to a customer toe fled to the kitchen and
looted the door,®*- 'clutching an Army hymn book that toe
Hi*# towgHt* tilfit ilf1* to London in# wearing an #^psssSws

red gown, toe escaped at four o'clock in the morning and
found tor way to the Salvation Army Headquarters to Queen
Victoria Street,®2
®%bld.» p. 2®,
S^Stodail, in, 27.
®%all ptl.1 (Bftjiftfeto l&todto|# July 7# 1885, p. 2.
^Stafford, p. 138,
^Collier, pp. 121*122*

iranswell Booth# toe first to hear her story* had to®
veracity of toe tala investigated

Finding it to be

true* to agreed to listen to the experiences of the young
girls at toe Hanbury refuge,

toe girl told hew she tod

been drugged by toe friend of a friend and tod awateraad
to find herself in a broths!i overhearing that she -was to
bo snipped abroad* she jumped tot a window and escaped,®41
Another girl# fourteen tod' pregnant* told the story Of tor
abductioni a "nice” lady tod baton tor to
later ***** • dragged
'''

.

m music-hall and

Mev7 into virtual imprisonment and

'•HWW

if* F

the last outrage,*”

immediately, toe chief~of»staff
Afi
vowed something would— no must— be doneJ
burlng this spring of 1035 other events related to
«te Crusade were taking place, The Criminal ba» Amend
ment Bill toat was to raise the age of consent was to be
"baited pul** in toe House of Commons,®^ More appalling
yet*

m notorious torotool-teeper had been brought to

trial**but was released!
to sore hardened and fantastic creature could ever
have been imagined than Mrs. Mary Jeffries of Chelsea.
63Stafford* p. 139*
^Sandall* ill, 28.
®%ramweli .Booth* p. ISO.
®®Stafford, p. 139,
®?gall Mall gagetts (Bondon)* September 10, 1885*
p. 10.

7*

She

. . was the most evil woman of the nineteenth cen

tury, who within ten years wets responsible for the vain of
literally hundreds of girls.

She procured little children

for sexual butchery * « , ,*®® Ifcis vampire had as* assort
ment of various houses*

Set Church Street, Chelsea she had

several brothels, in Hampstead she ran a floggtng-house
call©! Rose Cottage, tm Holbom near ar®yfs JSnn Road she
had a house of assorted perversions, and on the river near
Saw Gardens she maintained a white slave clearinghouse
European royalty, English aristocracy, Judges, important
Civil Servants, and members of Parliament comprised her
oii®ntal*70 gna even circulated notices announcing her
'S S tii* ,

.■ittuvAu-JCa -l'rtMii tfiv
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Commons
Mrs, Jeffries existence was, of course, no secret and
it was suspected that the Meuse of Commons would refuse to
act on the pending legislation. Mr, Scott, Mr, Dyer, and
Mrs, Butler fenew that something m a t he done, they decided
to bring a case against her under the Offenses against the
person hot of l86l— the only act that gave the police any

•^%errot, p. 90.
p. $li Collier, p. Mg.

TQaansard, CCXCX ( 186&), p. I t 26| Stafford, p. 145?
Coilier,p. ill.
^%errot, p. !#?•

ptm# to proceed against procurers, said that was f w th*
Keeping of a '"disorderly house,
Private detective Minahan investigated Mrs. Jeffries
activities fchoreu^ily and two ratepayers gave evidence.^
fhe Kadam tried to pay off Minahan. telling him that she
ass connected with too many influential people who would
not lot her get into trouble,

The detective refused the

M b s * and aha ana committed to trial on April 1$, 1885*?^
But -Mrs, JCffriea had teen right* too many of her wealthy
patrons did not wish to ho exposed, and a plea of guilt
was consequently prearranged.?^ Before leaving the court,
she paid the & JPG fins in cash,'® & sum

» * no

more * . . then m quarter of what one wealth client
alone paid her in a year for catering for his pleasures”??
and her houses remained conspicuously open,?®
7% a u 3all, lit, «S.

?%errot, p* ft*- St w m sometimes m m difficult to
get people to ccnsmii themselves to prosecute a brothel.
BSP. 1882, XIII, p. 3831 B3P, 1081, IX, p. 427.
?%errot, p. ft,
?%tilough, pp. 179*180, This meant that no evidence
or disclosures were necessary.
?%srrot, p. 95.
STstafford, p. i4g,
lflI%BS2Sl» COM* (1885). p. 1427, Jg, »«*«#»*>
p. 180.

n
fit® whole matter

mss

virtually ignored by the .news

papers, bat the Reverend C3sarl.es Spurgeon declared in. hie
sermon on June ?# 1885*
•Beep is our shame when we know that our judges
are: .net clear in this natter# but social purity
has seen put to the blush by magistrates of no
mens degreei yes# it is sat# that the courts of
justice hate lent themselves to tha covering and
hushing up of the iniquities of the great!‘79
Its Jeffries incident, to say the least, m m a big dis
couragement to the Crusaders, The Salvation Army futllely
protested that it was a “miscarriage of justice,”®0 Tha
ease# at any rate# made Josephine Sutler# Benjamin Scott,
and Erarawell Booth all.sum that they had only one last
hope— and that lay in the person of w» t» Stead and 'the
MMI'tttas*

7%anda!l, III, 188,
®%rvlne, II# 651.

Giwmi v

ff. 9, STEAD FINDS Jk IfflSEfffl BABXION
"'Oh my God* are m

earn to thief*"1 stormed Catherine

Booth* when m m heard ih© nows that th© Criminal Im

Amend-

in®nt Bill had been thrown oat of the Common© for th© third
time on Hey 22# 1385.

Beaause it was the night before the

Whitsun retells# there had been barely ©nough members present
to do anything about it.

Any many of those who had attended

wore# as ftp* Cavendish BentiMk» hostile to the amendment
Mk nwtr-wtfidfti-ii-a'lBi^M-

«

" €wK£ ftNIMPfllF Hpyl #1S^il $&&m& 1#IilI Sfl^^^BSSSSfl
HHViiiri |Aiii

Mni it tfiii'itMi ill iiftfct

S^-^Su Jffi

-•^■%feAr riWKr

gf4fc ii“t,mH-'tf*

jjicrMig;,^^

j^j-'M.'-ii

^

fftt-fcrife litfjiirh

instead of raising the age of consent* that they should
% m m it to fcenl^ Thss® events followed only days the
Jeffries episode,
W* f. Stead# passionately emotional# though not in a
sensational way# was 0 % m genuinely eoneerned*

He well

Collier# p. 125. Catherine was the wife of William
Booth,
%p* Bentlnok m s largely responslbls for the M i l
being "taltod out, fall. Mall Gazette fl»SBd«»j# Sop*
teober @8# 1865* p« lO#.
^Collior* p. I2f, It was not* again* a matter of the
H.P.*a being uninfommd or unaware of the traffic, there
had been the Bord's investigation in 1881*1882 and trials
for English traffickers in Brussels ear which they had 'been
informed* gamer# they ostensibly objected to the reform
in principle.* Be® Stafford, p, lag.
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understood what the immediate effects and the later rami
fications of all this would he.

H i m the avid encouragement

of others, he decided that it was tine to ""raise hsli***
Although he did net act rashly, for there had’been careful
deliberation and probing. Stead whirled into the Purity
Campaign. By the end of that m y his Secret Commission
was ready to uncover tin Victorian scandal.
perhaps, or m it seemed, Steed was destined, for such
an undertaking.
ho had long

"By Instinct and upbringing a reformer,"
. , used hie pen as a weapon against

i n i q u i t y H e was Just ih his early twenties when he
became editor of the provincial paper, jfcnytherw Echo, in
1871.® ■ Before that decade had expired he had made two

vital contacts4 Josephine Butler and the Salvation Army,
Xh l8?t Stead had written articles commanding
Stansfeld*s entry into the Crusade,7 and two years later
he had .published notices praising Mrs. Su$MP*a work*®
wiw^»iwiM
:w<tviw>Wiwowsiw<iwiW
aia>uw*>iwiw.wnaiwew»MWi>ta>’

Collier* p* ta&*
%tafford, p. §3 * As a young boy, he had written an
article for a local paper about some slums behind his
father* 9 manse, with the .result that it was soon cleaned
up*
%redertek Whyte, m e life of W* <£. Stead (Saw ¥orki
'on »ifflit* CorapMfta m m m t jonatKErnjape limited,
>, t# 32* ■
^Stafford, p* 89.
'

%utler, p. 180.

01

Itoree

s?eam later#

after attending an Army revivalist

meeting,# Its toad teen so Impressed he wrote that the Army*
**♦ . , in seeking and saving those

me

nre lost . , .

^paei7 teen signally successful where otter agencies. tew
signally failed**’1^
Although Stead was becoming famous in English Journa
listic circles at this time* $, voice struck up in the
provinces would not generally toe heard toy the average
public. She .tew that placed Stead .into a position -of
becoming a force in shaping public opinion was made in
1880. ftet year he oaaa to tendon and Joined the fall
tell aagctte as assistant editor,10 toy 1883 toe was
writing articles that resulted in a Royal Cenaiiaaion ted
legislation,** The nteto year he had M o m s editor of the
daily12 and was

* . practically moulding the England

of M s day to a larger degree than any 'ten In it,”3^
Viscount Merely, formerly editor of the Pall tell
Qasetto. similarly reflectedt
^Stafford* yp* S|M&*
*0Whyte, X, ?X-7i*>
^Stafford, pp. X3S-l2f, "®h© Bitter ©ey of outcast
tendon. articles concerned tte very poor,
*%#teli© W* Stead* Sfv tetter (tendons William

A tt MM n a* 1013).# p* jjygJ***-*—

*3lbid.« p. 106,

-
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•Stead m s Invaluable, abounding M journalistic
resource* eager in convictions* infinitely bold*
candid, laborious in sure-footed mastery of all
the facts * * * * His extraordinary vigour and
spirit m & 9 other people see® wet blankets*
sluggish creatures * « « »f***
Harold 'frederia* American Journalist* said that Stead made
"•tft© paper . . . one Which everybody bad to r®M-«wMch
nobody could afford to
subjects

Stead always chose bis

* * with skill and a sense of patriotism* and

be became a power,”3,6
In reference to Parliament*e negligence in the spring
of 1885 in providing legislation to protect young girls*
tons Siaftesbury observed*

"*Ho government has ever

undertaken a groat social reform metis. It f«lb the fores
of public opinion persistently brou#ib to bear upon
it * * *

the Crusaders knew this. One by one*

they realized that w. f * Stead was probably the only man
in England who could create the necessary public spinleti
an the matter* Since 183b h© had been publishing Mrs*
Butler »s writings in his payer* and in recent weeks he
.
^Honnedy jenes* M e a t Street and pawning Stffaf.
(bondoni Hutchinson Se
IfaS?* 'pTWB^ M W m S t
from .Koriey*# "Recollections,"

J,%errot» p. lbl,
3%ones* p. 116*
J^erret* p* 22,

had given space to the advocacy of the Criminal law Amend
ment nil*3® .fheh too* had not Stead long been m friend
and defender of the Salvation Aster?1® mus* it wan no
coincidence that the Craaadera all turned to Stead in
Mtts

■miP.Bj IW

Hay

f S - W . P P ‘

mn.>PP -SB1R'1

.UhT-^|t

,

the”day after the Criminal t m Amendment M i l

had been discarded, was an important day in the history of
the crusade. Benjamin Scott called upon the editor that
morning and told M m bluntly that he alone could save the
Bill

tf*All oar work, ** said the Chamberlain, "will be

wasted unless you can rouse up public opinion and compel
Hm M U

'%#

i|p -^ii0 M i l

pas# it* itsfe#

l«B*„*nS1 the newt person to implore Stead to act was
Mrs, Butterj she encouraged him to get going, before the
general elections since there was very little time left.22
Because he personally know few details of the depier*
title condittonc. Stead went to .See 'Hr, Howard Vincent,
,0jf tto#

investigation

of

Scotland Yard* who told him that young virgins were being
^Stafford, pp.
l^Begbie, I** S.
SSgftyfes, I, ISO,
tlgstslls stead, p, 124.
2%neworth, p* 2$,.

violated by old debauchees all tee time and against teeir
will* Stead replied that n. • • the very thought is enough
to raise hell*" to which Vincent could only answer* "it
doesn't even raise the neighbors*"e3
Benjamin Waugh* campaigner for the protection of
children and Honorary Secretary of the "tendon institution
for the Prevention of Cruelty to teildren* * also came to
Stead with 'Stories of little girls who hoi' teen kidnapped
and. raped. Through personal investigation Waugh had
discovered M y

such abuses,2** 8s- took Stead to shelters

and showed him the vietima— isera four-to -seven -year-oldsI
Waugh w m currently engaged in a struggle to pit evidence
of children under eight years to bo allowed in court,
we #

wltattAdi iixi&&ip th©

Hoping teat this would stiffen the law against abduction,
Waugh wonted it to be incorporated in the Criminal tew
Amendment,
At tea and of the day (still stay 33) Stead went to
see Branwell Boote who broupit in three to four girls, all
wider sixteen to tell their stories,®7 Rebecca Jarrett
g%all m i l gazette (tendon), July 6, 1885, p. 1#
2-Rosa Naugh, Ihs M fa of Bealsmlo Waugh (tendom
...
f. fieftsr Vrwin* l^lfy,^7^11.
2%arroi» pp. 149-150.
^Estelle Steal, pp. ISA-135,
^Bramwell Booth* p. 121,

was also questioned by the editor,2® After these inter
views had teas completed, stead* in a rag*, violently
banged te® table with itia fiat and shouted, "‘Mami***
He was appalled, snooted* convinced* ted ready to set
out upon th® most "outstanding episode la his career."8®
fha primary objective was an investigation on a firsthand
tests to bring the foots of juvenile prostitution ate
white slavery up to date.®0 The coat of the ate weeks in
the "inferno" was to fee about h 300, ", . * less than a
man Mill spend in procuring the corruption of a
single step girl of tee tetter class, say the daughter
Of a clergyman or a doctor,*®1
The Commission was to act swiftly ted penetrate
deeply*

Its members, made up largely of tee staff of

tee fall tell Gazette ted Salvation Amor workers, m m
to collaborate in an effort to prove teat a young girl
_

____ _

____

(tendonj. duly *, 1865, f * *.

The converted prostitute told him how easy it was to £*3WJ1*3P© $$&£$ wpliEII0#
$f*.iMlltefl
children of prostitutes, /miff girls whose friends 'Mate
fw
^teyte* I* 159* Stead, hloaeif later felt teat
this affair was his "heat title to feme,”
®*W i i Mall Gazette (tendon)* July 6, 1835* p< 2,
It had now been several yaars since tea tends* Committee
investigations of l88i*

.

*1 * *ily 9 *

® * P*

18 5

2

*

»pa* tetlar,aaott, Bramwell Booth, and Stead shared th*
expenses. See Stafford, p, l§ft.

could be procured and whisked abroad for a few pounds*»all
Mite.tee consent of her p m m its* Stead* himself* would
play tee major role--the "dissolute fflan-eboufc-town**?®2
However, tee journalist m m concerned tent K M of
Ilia actions might latex* te misinterpreted* resulting,in
tee aiasar of hie name or even a law suit* Therefore* he
consulted hie lawyer* Mr.* Swum, who was interested in tee
rights of women alaos lie assured Stead teat *.'* . there
could he no crime without criminal intent*"®® Next .Stead
went to tee churches for advice* for sympathy* m & to
establish ."tee purity of .hie motives,®** cardinal Manning
and Jfc*. Temple* tea Bishop of tendon, approved and were
Quite convinced by Stead •a narrative, while tee Archbishop
of Canterbury "shuddered at tea plan,**®® Manning* par
ticularly* was interested

.* , beyond anything teat ho

^toad7 dated to expect,
Jtext Stead tent to a member of tee new cabinet and
anted 'if' there was a chance for tee Bill.

He was told teat

*Vw now Ministry will .not attempt any legislation
whatever, lb is utterly impossible to mate m ^Stafford, pp. 3jfe-19fc 159.
%J 3£ M l SSM, fiaasS&B (Ssndon), September 28* 1885,
P

3*Wine, II* at*
3%iyte, t, 1M»
. ^Stafford, p. l6l.

exception In {fever of this Bill, lie are verv „
sorry* but nothing sail be dime this session.'3*
n t h that, Stead called for Bebaeca Jarrett and told her
that tee m a t go bask into tea depths of hell!
The ox-procuress

wsb

horrified at tea. suggestion that

tea should be a major participant In the steam and pleaded
teat aha would do anything but go bask into her old haunts.
Stead countered t
•feu have told m teat you procured and ruined
scores of innocent girls, Make mends by pro
curing one not for ruin, but for rescue, whose
purchase will save more girls from being sold
to tee future,*3®
This left Rebecca Jarrett no choice but to comply,

So she

set out to renew her old contacts.
Otters to the private inquiry force had to assume a
totally new characterization ate all did it well,

A

Salvation A m y girl* Jenny Turner, got herself procured
and placed to a brothel for nearly two weeks*

She informed

Stead, who visited her nightly, of tee vile things teat
were happening to little thirteen-year-olds entrapped

to

the Bmm brothel.®® teen it booms apparent that she
would bo shipped to tee other side of tee channel, she
attempted to escape by jumping from a window, but fell
37Estelle Stead, pp. 125-186,
®®Unsworth, p. 89#
39Ervtee, It, 6391 Collier# pp. 126-187.

pm
uneonecious into the garden.1*0 Another girl wording for
the commission purposefully allowed herself to he daocysd
into one of Mrs. Jeffries clearinghouses and found small
girls doped and nailed in coffins# wady for export.1
Stead himself went into the brothels, often disguised
as an old debauchee. He saw children dying from the tor
tures inflicted upon them in the perversion chambers.

He

witnessed chloroform being administered to tbrea-te-flveyear-olda who were to be subsequently raped by'old men,**2
Stead was so affected by his discoveries concerning
this traffic that captured eight million pounds a year
that his closest associates were extremely afraid that
he would literally loss his mind,**3 His
burning coals#“ he told Mrs. Sutler

. . in broken

sentences of the little tender girls he had . . , taken
on his imee# and to whom he had spoken of his own little
girl,**

Another time* at midnight he fell on his desk

and cried# "'Oh, Mrs. .Sutler# let me weep# let me weep#
or my heart will break. *l*i*® Stead* himself* admitted
**%uekilF she was rescued by Salvation Army officers
who were making a "raid on the brothel. See Collier#
p. 1ST.
^ferret* PP» 15^»1S5«
%aIbld.* pp. 155-157,
^Collier* pp. 127-128,
****Bramwell Booth* p. 124.
^Collier# p. 128.
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that there was a "fire" In his brain "which seamed to
consume hira."^** During His all night sessions of dicta
tions for Hie articles 'he sometimes had to have wet
towels wrapped around his head.^

Just before his .

articles entitled "a Maiden Tribute to Modem Babylon'*
were due to appear In the Pall Mall Oaaetto ho mbs to the
window screaming, “•Babylon! Babylon! Mother of Harlots!'"^®
The depravity and dissolution dissevered during the
episode was, 'to aay the least, profoundly staggering to the
"pious" editor of the 'gall Mall Gazette. He in Hum,
deliberately chose to shook: parliament, his countrymen,
and even the entire world*

On duly 6, 1885, the first

installment of the aeries of five hit the newatande.
England had never before seen anything

like it, Ulti

mately, Stead's articles were to leaveno doubt that
them was “mors immorality in hondon" than anyone had
&Q
ever suspected, 7
The story of

(in real life Sliea Armstrong)

had the most arousing effect on the reading public of
any of the exposures,

stead, in order

toprove

thata

child could be purchased from her parents for a few
^Stafford, p# 18©,
^Whyte, I, 173*
^%©nee# p. 115,
^%rasa»ell Booth, p. 183.

§0
poinds* sent Rebecca Barrett ©ut to procure & oftild of
just barely thirteen*

She contacted a Mrs. Broughton,

with Mhos she had previously worked, who would know of
Mis type of child desired, the old orony made a deal
with Rebecca, but after the bargain did not work out*
she sent for Elisa Armstrong, the daughter of a neighbor
in Charles street, Marylebone idiom Rebecca had met the
day before.

She mother was willing to let the child go*

and Rebecca was certain that she had made.it quite clear
what use would be made of her daughter, although the poor
child believed herself to be going to wot* for Rebecca in
Wimbledon aa a servant» Shat afternoon Rebecca washed the
chimney sweep's daughter and took her shopping for new
clothes.^6
Mtor receiving m e sovereign for her daughter (the
balance of the b 5 settled upon would come after virginity
had been clearly established), Mrs. Armstrong asked no
questions about the now clothes, nor even Mrs. jarrett'e
name or address.

She was not even mound, to tell her

daughter good-bye*

®hat night she spent her money getting

drunk and ended up in jail.^1
Meanwhile the child m s taken to a French midwife,
Madame Mouses to have her virginity ’
Certified,

This

(Eondon), duly 6, 18SS, p. 6.
^Stafford, p. l6l.
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settled* the midwife told Sampson Jacques, one of Stead's
teat investigators* teat tee child would suffer, ted s o M
him some chloroform for thirty times its worth.

Heat

Elisa was taken to a brothel* where Rebecca pit her to
ted after giving ter a whiff of tee sedative*

Carrying

- out tee plan to the tell* Stead* In his role, new entered
"illy*a" room for a moment— but in m way earn* into contact
with tee girl,®2
Stead*a cate was thus proved to tee hilt* for although
"lily" had not been harmed in any way* he showed it was
possible to buy a -child ter money with parental consent*
f

to certificate her* to bring her into a house of ill fame*
and to- leave her with a man she had never seen before*
But Stead did not stop here* He also wanted to prove
teat an English girl could be sent to a foreign brothel,
So when Elisa awakened* she was taken to hr. Haywood Smite
of iying-in Hospital and was again certified a virgin.®3
Next she was whisked to Charing Cross station and delivered
to Bramwell Booth who turned her over to Madame Combe*
supervisor of an Army Rescue Horns in Himes, who would
take her to Paris *9^ it was all so easy the Crusaders
could scarcely believe it.
®sPall Heal gazette (ixsndon), July 6, 1085, p. 6.

®%rvlne, xt* 6**7. this was no doubt, for Stead's
own protection*
®^Brajnwell .Booth* p. 126#

But; ttiis m u only a portion of what could occur in
Modern Babylon,

To find out a m i Stead interviewed many

active young prostitutes* experienced procurers* and
brothel-keepera. due brothel-keeper, who even sold his
daughter from hit* own establishment* told how he fre
quently went on “country errands" dressed- as a preacher
girls*

§0

Xn

SsiSSlWSS tt&

rural girls in order to get them to cos* to tendon.

Bis

eliental consisted of all kinds of menj one regular
CMS&Ofi&BX* W & & &

fg flfi S S liB M i til®

tt

distributing traets— but always wound up spending & BO
on "good girls*8 This Sealer in human flesh promised
Stead he could provide M m with many eleven*yesr-cldsi^
Stead fowl that in the West End of town girls sold
for & 20 instead of the usual % 5* and that not all
"innocent” girls had to be abducted.

One little fourteen*

year-old that Stead encountered willingly agreed to sell
herself to Stead for $> £0 so that she could help her sick
mother*

Stead asked her if she would settle for & f and

not be seduced instead of the fe 10 and "the act," Th©
child tearfully accepted his offer* The journalist
found that* on the whole* very young .girls ware extremely
naive* if not completely ignorant about the ways of sex.
SSgail wall Saaefcte (London)* July 6, 18&5* p. #.

One girt thought; that the midwife's examination const!*
tubed her seduetion*®®
It wan clear from the beginning of the investigation
that virgins -were the most highly values of the human
commodity.

Indeed, acme procurers dealt in nothing else#

The Me a m m e X. ami Z provided a shoetang story. Both were
seemingly 51respectable" ladies,

One lived quietly in her

father's heme and the other was employed by a firm in
Oxford Street,

Some of their victims were apprentices

of this business and otters m m nursemaids, shop girls,
or governesses whom they encountered in such places as
public partes. Their methods mere not hasty*

Sometimes

they spent months becoming acquainted with item, stopping
for a chat each morning and clucking over the Kiri *a
£fc ItWBBBSSSp: JfCSP
found them very eager to do business,

Stead
He ordered five

virgins from them, hut only three arrived at the specified
time, though it was assured the otters would coon follow*
Two of these could not definitely be certified virgins,
although Wm doctor said they could well be, and the
girls themselves claimed that they were.

One ma given

a certificates
s% S H »cll Octette (tendon), July ?, 1885, pp, S*3«

^

flits is to certify that X have this day examined
C .. , aged 1© years* and toss found her &

Stead received nil® toom virgins from X and Z during the
next ten

d a y s . §7

She Crusaders had long been .ware that the police were
not always on the aide of morality in tendon*

What the

Secret Commission discovered verified all 'they had {mown
or susjKjetaa— and more,

police commonly levied "black- .

mail" and were generally "not to be trusted,” She prosti
tute would have to pay a constable either With, money or
herself .or would, "get Into trouble," Stead wrote that in
Modem Babylon* "a girl*a livelihood is in a policeman’s
iM
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tunlty." policemen also went beyond the individual prosti
tute and made the brothels a "source of revenue," .One
house paid, b 500 eadh year for their "protection,"58
these revelations literally "took tendon by storm,"
made journalistic history* and became world-wide newa.SS*
57ibid*. pp. 4-6,
^ a l l Mall gazette (tendon), yuly 10, 1685* pp« 1-2,
59Sandoll, ill, 32l Bramweli Sooth, p. 123,

Public pinion wae what Stead sat out to create,

Ho did

this and more* for he roused the- conscience of a nation,®0
Various individuals and organisation® reacted differently
to the "Maiden tribute" articles# however, fh» Boas
Secretary# Sir Richard dross# actually begged stead to
dwit publishing the series#®* whereas George Semard
Shaw wanted to go out# himself# to sell the papers on
the streets,®2 Qa duly 8# W. B, Smith and Son banned
the publication .from their railway bookstalls on the
grounds that it contained pornographic matter# some
members of parliament suggested that stead was "oircu**
latinis obsc0nity#"®3
'that the fall Util Gatefci© was “livid
^
on sensation# ” and that they did not believe a word, of the
“filthy fables,

Bui newsboys "hawked” the papers

at half^a-erown each at ludgate Circus {thou^t seme
wore arrested) and thousands avidly read Stead*s
WMtaWU*#®%ramwell Booth# p, 116#
^Whyta* X, 1©3,

105
ateaanaaseon the first to publish young Shaw's reviews,
ibid,. P. lOh,
®3Srvins* II# 6b8,
^Hansard, CCXCX (1883)# pp, 586* 600,
®5srvinfi* XI# 647# Sandall# III* 32.
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peeliug continued to m

high. At one point

* ... an army of thugs, recruited by slave*
traders /were/ bent on etowilag the /rail, tell
Qazotte/ building. Stones and bricks eaae
hurtling} the dusty windows rained long daggers
of glass* Straining ted tearing, Stead's
reporters manhandled desks ted cabinets against
the eater doors, prepared for a Beige * * * .®°
But Bramwell Booth urged State to go o m

"‘Multitudes are

filled with horror ate . . • cry oat with agonising entreaty
for the

At least those "Multitudes" Booth spate

of were on state's side* 'tea. Millfoent Garrett fewestt,
expressing ter own thoughts ate those of many English
people, wrote to Stead*

"*I cannot find words t© gay

hew X honour ate reverence you for what you hate done for
the weakest and most helpless among women.*"®®
But still the protests reined down, and Stead soon
received many letters decrying his exposures.^ Many
thought the editor hte published the articles Just to
“boom" his newspaper*^® other journalists were simply
appalled at this method*

fte Weekly ‘Timas stated that

“•a plague worse than any Egyptian plagua tea visited the
homes of England,'" while another paper protested
^Collier, p. 13?*
67Xbld.* p. 138.

^dhyte, I, 159*
6% , U ffitt SfijfttM (London), July f, 1685, P* 5*
7€W t e , X, m .
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** * * against the streets being turned into a
market for literature which appeals to the
lascivious curiosity of every casual passer-by
end excites the latent pruriency of a Half*
educated crowd. *7*
One of the few journals to .give Stead any support Mae
the Church ‘
fimes. It published a letter from Canon Horsley,
chaplain of eierksnwell Prison, which stated that Stead
wrote only what those who have worked with the lower
classes have always known*72 There were also letters
from Bishops, Peers, and members of Parliament cacnrasndins
Stead.gannn. Malcolm MtaColl wrote that ttif but a
tithe of what was recorded in the Pall Mall were true, It
would ’demand .an investigation as fierce as that against
the Bulgarian horrors.'" Beglnal Brett# 'later Bard geher,
wrote cm duly 15 that "'there are no particular expressions
which appear to me offensive or even crude# when once the
necessity for plain speaking is admitted.,,,?lt M. f. Stead
had proven this necessity well# hut the. Purity Campaign
was not yet won*

n n>ia», pp. 167-168.
7gIbid.. p. 168.
73pall Mftll Cassette (Bandon), July f# 1885* pp. 3-5.
7iH*hyte, I# 175*177,'

The wall-organized and highly-disciplined Salva
tionists picked up M e loos© ends of stead's campaign
and immediately mobilized to consolidate the victory
Mat appeared to he Imminent* ttrs. William Booth had
already written to Queen Victoria in June insisting
that the Bill he reintroduced and Mat the age of
consent he raised to sixteen.*' On July It* after the
"Malden Tribute" exposures, M e wrote to the Queen
again.2 The wte«y Mother" had also written to trims
Minister Gladstone and Lord Salisbury about the same
matter.^
The whole country was the scene of Army efforts to

mm

"public indignation at a boiling point."4 General

William Booth, himself, conducted mass meetings at
^Sandall, IIS, » .

jg> * " * » * H # «**l*6ftt*

%hile M e Queen was sympathetic, M e replied that it
would not be desirable for her to express an opinion upon
a matter which was the subject of a measure before
parliament* The Times (London), JUly 29, 1885, Q* 9*
3jbid., p. |b*
in July*

Salisbury succeeded Gladstone early

^Collier, p. 130*
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m
m nehsster, Semis* Sheffield, ana

, He

told the crowds*
•fha* for whieh 0od hoi peculiarly raised us up
is to rid the poor of their miseries* to go to
the* drunkard, to the harlots, to the thieves end
to the wretched people everywhere, wherever so
can find them, Hot only to those who are wretched
m 3 sinful, hut to those who are the most wretched
and the most alnful,*?
4 huge & s w rally in liyde park was one of the more
exciting events#
crowds where

Stead was carried on a chariot through
« . tep*hatted merchants promenading with

their own daughters m m mobbed in the belief that they
were abductors.1*^
4 week after the .Pap Hall exposures, Hra. Booth,
ineptbe of very had health, addressed m meeting for "ladies
only" In Prince»s nail, Piccadilly where aim told people
‘Well m m the higher eiasaeo take care of their
little girlol 'mil may they he m careful never
to let them go out without efficient protectors.
But what is to become of the little girls of the
poor? Of the little girls of the working
elaaae#?*?
She also proposed that the age of consent be raised to
seventeen and announced that she would create-a “body"
which would march from midnight into the morning hours
#-w'iiiw,irwM,w«wwwwi»iwiW

5% & glass (Bondon), duly 38, 1885, p. 8,
^Collier* p.* 138. Jfc. Whyte* 1,
%nsvorth, e* 31,

in the worst parts of town to ", « * tackle every on® of
the poor unfortunates between thirteen and sixteen years
■of age#*'® The next day a m arts. Mrs, Butler spoke before
aiJesS audiences,9 tat it m m her address at- Bxeter mil.
that ndolbed thotisandte" when aha bs&i a "true story*1 t n e
salvation Army files* 4 certain sarohant wanted a little
girl for immoral purposes for 'the m x M Sunday ami paid a
procurer* who decoyed a child m a y t r m Sunday school* in
advance, f® the merchants horror, it was M m own child
that he confronted in the brothel*a padded room!10
m

Army ocsithtufifl Its campaign against "flagrant

iniquity" with seventeen consecutive days of protest
meetings in which 393,000 signatures warn obtained for
« giant petition asking tor m miss in the age of consent*
Sts length was tw©*and*«m**hair miles and it m m trans*
ported m duly 30 from Clapton** Congress Sail {lire# Booth*a
Purity CaR$>aign headquarters)
wagon drawn by several white horses*

Cver it was a wide

canopy whim was inscribed, "* * * the Salvation A m y
demandis m m this iniquity shall oaaae*n Escorting it
marched one hundred fifty cadets, three hundred Salvation
% h e fia»a {London), duly 16, 1885, p* 3*
^Srvine, 11, 840*
ioe©lUer, p. 138*

Aray woman

incostume,

and a fifty member brass band.

Bight i4.fo Guards carried it on their shoulders the
remaining mile to the House ©f Cessions and presented
it 'Id #me» Stuart# M,P« for Hackney* who formally
presented it to Parliament,
.At about the same time the General announced plows
for a

m

rescue home for girls costing & ao,ooo,la

Baring these days the Mansion House Committee con
sisting of the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of
London, cardinal Manning# Mr, Marley* and sir Hubert Reid
investigated the activities of the Secret Commission,^

Wmn they found Stead's report to be

'‘substantially

t r u e * t h e excitement around Westminster mounted,
fha debate on the Criminal law Amendment M i l had
resumed m Italy f* before Stead had even completed his
“Maiden frUMts" articles, the M i l had been

. ,

suddenly resurrected before a wide-awake and excited
House* it w m also on every tongue throughout the
kingdom,**1® Sir Richard Cross, Roma Secretary, said,
lAftc
1685, oTli.

C|^dan),Culy jr,l885, p. f and July 31,
cF. .Bruins* 11, 65Gj Sandall* 111, 36.

1%egbia* U , ftl,
^Bstello Stood, p. 126.
% h © gimss <london), yuly 30, 1885, p. 10,
^Sjjnsworth, pp, 30-31.

m t*» reintroduced the Sill# that "the whole subjeot ls
thoroughly ripe for legislation,ttl® ftis exposuroe con
tained in the gall Mall Qagefcte had succeeded in eompeIXiag
legislative station. W m Home Secretary admitted that public
opinion would not permit them to da
Amendment* Which ms, to the government*# view# "absolutely
necessary,"1^
Mot aIt shared Sir Riehard Cross* opinion,

there were

many -still against -ton Bill#1® and to tote m . M y 22 them
appeared to he some chance tost the Bill could to delayed,19
to tote tote Stead implored parliament as mil- to too
public*

”*the M i l cannot wait. It must to strengthened

tod passed to toe next fortnight or it will not sat passed
to Oil, M l hands* therefore, ought to to summoned to save
8Xm HvWHSwWtl fHit
Sir Richard Webster and hi# advisors no# worted around
the ©lock to mate too Bill a "oasterptoee of social legis
lation. *,aa‘ Stead and Bramwall Booth were allowed to make
1%msagQ. SGtolX (1865)* p. 196.
^Stafford* p.

1901

A%to«ord* eexcix I1885}, pp, 199-211.
l%*yto» X* 100.'
^OoXXtor, p. 139«

proposals ft© further strengthen

The measure then

went to Committee and after a vefce of 179 to 71* it became
i m on Angust 14, 188®*®®
it last the again objective of the Crusaders had become
a reality* the age of consent had been raised to sixteen*
*Po their delight and full approval, the Bill did much more,
the procuration of a girl under twenty-one for immoral
purposes at hose or to go abroad* ae in the international
traffio, became an offense* and it became an offense to
attempt to decoy a girl by false pretenses or to its* m y
kind of drugs 'to facilitate the abduction* The defilement
of a girl under twelve was 'in be a felony, and a mis
demeanor for a girl between twelve and fifteen* Also it
wan m offense for any owner to allow immorality m his
premisea if the girl were under fifteen. Than* too* if s
girl escaped from a brothel wearing clothes provided lay
the keeper, no
Sie Justice of tide Peace could even search a brothel for
a girl on the reouesft of her parents without having to
watt for a w i t of habeas corpus.

While it was now m

^Bgrvine* 11* 651. Their suggestions resulted in
giving police powers to .raid suspected brothels and also
in measures to help control foreign traffic in English
girla*
e3sftaffcrd* p* 195 says the Bill was in Committee two
weeks* while Sandal!* XXI* 37 and Ervine, XX* 651 raporfte
it was one week.

offense to take for immoral purposes an eighteen year
out of the possession of ter parents, a girl, under sixteen*
whose parents ted encouraged ter seduction (as had Rebecca
Jarrett'a), could he taken from them ate placed In tee oare
of proper authorities,

Another major part of tee Amend

ment was concerned with tee suppression of the teottels*
tee m m law provided tee other changes that remedied
some of the ills of the past, Heretofore, if a child did
not understand the meaning of an oath, ter evidence wm
not allowed ted tee offender ms# acquitted*

tea Criminal

law Jttmdtent lot m m abolished tee oath for children8^—
hence a child's evidence could be admitted in court,

Also,

for the first time in English law, accused persons could
give evidence in tteir own behalf.
These articles became known as “stead's Act,"s^
although tee Timas gave 'duo credit be the Salvation Army,
aaying teat they ", * . had teen . . * instrumental in
obtaining A much needed alteration In our law,rt2® tee
% B P * 1885, 1, pp. 203-28?, Jf* fotepft
•.
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Sweet; ihS'ISajxwell,

a2»augh, pp. 149-156.
8®Begbie» 'XI* 43. stead waa tte first to take advan
tage of this during, his trials (as described below).
®^Coote, p. 3 .
8^tee Tlaee (tendon), August 18, 1885, p. 10,

day after tee victory in Parliament* tee ter Cry, tee
Army's publication* carried a message from William Booth*
***# * . we thank God for tee success he has given to tee
first effort of The Salvation
tea nation . * * „»oS®

be improve the lows of

teat night the M y

held s "thanks

giving meeting" at tester tell and tee General announced
test H i s s Armstrong was "safe and
appeared tee "illy" story

mm

w e ll,

"30 with this* it

closed,

tee oass was not forgotten in Charles Street* Marylebone, however,

in July there had been neighborhood gossip

that #iilSs# was “Bate" Armstrong* e girl, Eiissa.^ tee had
disappeared on Berby Bay* the earns day that Stead had
reported that "Mly" had bate "abducted." tee taunts of
their acquaintances pub on tee pressure* and even the
Armstrongs teomeelves had to admit teat the whole thing
wed plausible* especially tern they had reed a little
verse teat Stead had published in tee "illy" story*
AH x

'UjNHi gup IhNI

Some little fortes gave ’
in my head*

X forth of one* I forte ©f tw©,„
But moat of ail t forte of you,3s

tee mother had known tele was tee of Slite*» favorites.
wswwowwwiwiteiitew'tewiiiitewfir^teiwwiWteW
teisptmiifliii

VtamteU# III# 37.
3% h e Timas (iondon)* August 1®#

lB 8 S*

p. 10.

^^rerrot, p. 207.
3% U k m i , gasslla {Xtedte)# July 6, 118®. p. 6.

In order to keep their heads up in Mason Grove* the only
thing tho Armstrongs could Go was demand their daughter
hack.

Mrs* Armstrong had gone to the police* they agreed

to look into- the matter.
Per the events that followed* this move had m e
significance than appears on the surface, first, tee
Hjf 'III® mat* lit©

ttt&i#

shortcomings la tee "Maiden Tribute** and they recognized
a good chance to get r®veaga,33 second, a 'reporter of
Movd*s Newspaper, * rival of tee

jlll,Jjgj&la#

> toe at tea Maryiebem* polio® court, and Its
quickly recognised what could be a fantastic scoop.34
With tee polite and rival newspaper® working together,
tee 'teole matter could scarcely hate escaped being uncovered
sooner or later,

ironically, Rebecca Garrett,, who had made

the "Mly" "abduction1' possible and had aided Stead in hid
secret investigatione, now unknowingly had committed acts
which had led to the exposure of teem all.3^ After leaving
Eliza in Prance, Rebecca had gone back to .her rescue work
in winchester, but ter conscience ted bettered ter about
having taken a child away from ter mother.

So she had

3%errot, f* 188*

^Stafford, pp. 200-201.
3% b M »» pp. 177*178. jg£. Collier, || 140.

written & tetter to Mrs* Broughton saying Eliza was all
right, Thie tetter was traced to the Mrs* Garrett of the
Winchester cottage, Mrs, tetter# tea Salvation Away, and
all tea test involved,3®
Meanwhile Mood** m m m m v published m

article

entitled “A Mother m M ter teat Child**3? and Mr* Bentlnete
and

In

tiHHiii

Hi® liaSSsi^l lit®

subject was soon directed to tee Attorney General*38 During
these days. Stead had goes to Switzerland for s much nested
dM&miitM Milli Itiiram i M M to amf
especially nos that Elisa was to be returned hens®,39
JfiXwW

^ W s fW #

* ». * could not afford to have it said teat they
m m indifferent to the violation , • . of the
poor w ' l hraaa* when they had based teeir
advocacy of tee Criminal law Amendment M i l
ttts o n i i i i i i ¥}#*%# r o i* D tio te e ’fcine? M i#

o f

the pwsr*4©
Public opinion had forced parliament to sot ujiok tee legis
lation and new they m m going to tee it (public opinion}
■*^%tiHil &
of 'toH£sS HIIhhIchH III® Wl.fiahooio^
cottage, Mrs, Butler closed it and sent Rebecca m m so
teat she could not be tracked down again* Stafford, p, 202*
^teid*, p, 80S,
3®SmQ&ll, XXX* 40.
3%tafford, p, it$* Mrs* Butler had ate# goa®

$&$$&& fo r a £$aiK&Slf vaoatlors a l tti&ft M u *

^Stafford# p< il§*

to backfire in Stead's f a c e S t e a d had exposed England
to tea rest of tea world, and a trial would 'bo beneficial
for face-saving reasons#. Moreover, "international prestige,
trade ate diplomatic rolatlms— oll were at stake * , ,
Stead must be threw*,:to the wolves,Consequently, is
late August a warrant was Issued for Rebecca's arrest*
on September 8,. Stead, Samson Jacques, Braswell Boote,
and Mrs. Cootabe, along with Rebecca Garrett* were charged
at Sow Street in connection with tea alleged abduction of
Elisa Armstrong from her parents.^
As soon as proceedings m m initiated, public feelings
against tee Crusaders became .bitter* Throngs of
went to sow Street to gloat# Braraweii Boote was heckled,
mauled, ate pulled from hie vehicle several times

Quo

of tee mere famous trouble maters was Wary Jeffries who
appeared on tee scene to throw rotten oggs*^ As hysteria
swept the oitgr, "wan effigies of Rebecca Garrett surged
like banner* through tee streets • . ,
4albid. .
^Collier, p. 141*
^BBBwwa Register (1835), pp. 53, @6*
i**Bramwell Boote, p. 128.

^Scolller, p. 141*

Stead's

private horns in Wimbledon m m even mobbed, and M s wife
could mot shop without being Jeered at for daya*^
fhs magistrafca* Hr* Vaughan* said that though tea
believed that Stead's motives were probably pure* motive
par tea had nothing to do with the law*^® fftie virtually
negated Stead's defense* which was suppressed although
.tea ptbllitead It in the frail ftall Cassette, m wrote*
®What 1 did teas to commit the more semblance of a crime
in order to render the perpetration mi actual crime more
difficult

HO went ten to oay»

fteose who have never stirred hand or foot during
the long years through wh-fete English girls have tews loft the helpless prey of lust and crime*
may now affect holy horror * * * but it was their
dull apathy* their chill indifference* or tteir
cruel scorn which drove m to resort to the only
methods by which the law should be altered , , . ♦
Stead persisted» "I bought Kliaa Armstrong to cave Elisa
Armstrong * * * * * and ”1 acted upon ay conviction* and I
an proud to take the responsibility for my acts * • • •*
3teat is why Stead "made that desperate attempt** risking
tell*
What the Criminal law Amendment Act is now on the
Statute-book * . * is primarily due to the fact
JtL.'lgi*
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for trial at the 010 Bailey have ventured oar
substance, our reputation and llberfey*«aya, sad
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1383# It the firafc of the too

trials, Stead and the others were charged with abduction
under the Offenses against tits ferson Act of l86l*
section 55*^° Sadame Ooombe m » dismissed frtaa the
charge, while Braswell Booth and Ssapwas Jacques were
acquitted* Stead and Rebecca 9 m m t t m m . found guilty,
Justice hopes was apparently biased and disdainful
freabhe very outset,®3, hut another matter hurt their
case a great deal raora. By uncovering her past life,
the prosecution, led by Sir Richard Webster, Succeeded
in bringing Rebecca larrett to and -ever the breaking
point* Thus confused and reduced, with conflicting
loyalties to iter old associates and to her new frtenae,
she told lie after lie,5s At one Instance she told the
court, W*I have a doubt whether idly really was Ellea
pp,

tMBMtt (JUntar*)# Ssptsateer R8, 1885,

^Section 55 of the Act Of 1881 made it a mladem&anor
%#
Mi.
an$
t$*l@& t*®3f
away fra» her parents without their consent, Stafford,
p* «££&#
^^Brarawell Booth, pp.# 128*189,
^Utaworth, p. 3®,

:Armstrong* X do not know it , , . Honestly I boilm
it is eome other child, *

n

ibis left her completely

discredited before the 2os*®* m m though Charles Russell
later delivered a magnificent twe>»an<a<*one~half tear appeal

for her,

After he had finished, "’no eyes in the court

sere dry#*"®®
Xha Whole ease « w lost, anyway, because Elisa’s
father 'had not given his consent to the transection#®®

Umi now M|?S* AflWMtiaHftiig ftsid ttltti*

1ftkS&

they gave Elisa to Rebecca for any other reason than to
ho a servant girl,®’ f*» defense was hindered because
It could not show written evidence of any payment to

the ladies for the child#®®
yfa A1Wtjt*aij ,M] 4kf,&Mk.4t s3flt
J
PMPPuwRy^ *IISB

PMfeflaj^bdftfr
IPfiv
tMSwi

4B «6Bti

^W
-,. rt^ 1

ek'
I&jUJ$f&
-0Wi$

defense*
n'imsejiWB>M>iwewwe>S*Mfc

^Johnson and Johnson, pp. lAl-lAS* Rebecca realised
what she had done* °*@ fed, I have told a lie, Z have
perjured «y»el# i n the witness h m $ X have lied before
the world. 1 have ruined this cause, and X have got
all ay friends into trouble# *“

®%nsworth, p. a**.
®®Rebscca Jarrett apparently did not realise or had
forgotten that the father’s consent was more important
than the mother’s, ®te fact of the matter was that Kr,
Armstrong did not particularly care What she did, end he
was not at heme anyway. See Stafford, pp. 2o?*»17d*
%rvi**e, xx* 615,

isa
'Ail mem a m fallible. X only salt you not to
Judge tt«s & fellow-man, You K n m what it has
coat m » ma$ mast haws east «ae».*rea»d as X was*
and trained aa„ITve been-»»to go down there* and
.MX. for what?**®' ■
■

m m of his witnesses* as Cardinal Hanning and U&&
Balhouai®, had nag been allowed So appear,^

Yet the

prosecution openly admitted that Stead almost singlehandedly gat the Bill through Parliament and also

acfcnowledgsd the existence of much wtoe.^1 Still it
was bent on convicting him and Jarrett 'for fcalstng &
thirteen-year-old out of the possession of her parents
and without the consent of the father.
the outecwo of Usa second trial' brought another
charge. Stead* along with Jacques, Jtebacea Jarrett* and
Madams Mouree. was eeanvioted for an **indacent assaultn
©n the child»®a Me was sentenced to three months
tmorlaomamfc* Hebeaoa

*fa§ six

and

Jacques to on® month, while Madam® Mouross received
sin months with hard

lab o r. ^3

^•Perrot, p. -til*
^^hsworth, pp. 3*4*
&EeteUe Stead, p. 128»
^2ErviwB, IX*: 6§S» ®hs "assault" was Madame Hourez*s
certifying Elisa* a virginity.
g% a a i

B g a t s s a s (loss),
4

V,

p.

m*
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Stead*.® prison term was to run fro® November of 1635
'to Januai^r of 1886.^

He was treated m m

ordinary con

vict the first few days# with & plank bed and oakum to
piek,^* Fortunately the Home Secretary issued an order
that Stead 'bo treated as a first class misdemeanant and
66
that tie should be transferred -to Holloway Ctaol.
§#% &&* lft#» W#i#' fmc&
protest meetings and petitions all over England asking for
Stead* s freedom*^? Hie daughter wots later*

wfhe news

of Ms- conviction and sentence struck like a match to
gunpowder* fho effect w m instantaneous, explosive,
seeming to liberate the penfc*up horror m a t had gripped
m e Mile country * * .
If It Mt. bean known at the time of the trial that
Bilge was Illegitimate* the Mole eaee for m e prosecution
would have failed* and Stead would not have goo® to the
gaol*^

lha editor later webe* hewsvan, that hla
x* tMt*

6%8tolie stea«# p,

1 3 ?*

^Annual Steaiater (1365)* p* 34.
67?errot# p. 816# jjjjfc* Eatell® stem# p. 136*
^EatQlle stead* p.

136,

^Curing the trial Stead had had. a suspicion of this
but did not go to somerset House to check it. Ibid..
p. 129*
‘*sa~

*** * . experience in prison m s one «f the mast valuable

Of asr life,*"70
There

mm

other

aspects of the results of the

trial*ftebecca Jarrefct eea®
better person" and remained

out of prison "an even much

m

ardent Salvationist until

her death in 1928*71 b u m Armstrong was %tepted** fey
the Army and never again saw tier parents after 'Me long
day* in court.7® Though it m s believed fey s m s M a t the
%X?&l§uL W'£^3&1 $$&$$!$ %110 Ife lisl 0 *

t# *l0

X JL

Booth later recorded Mat it
. . . did the Army a great deal of good . It made
us h M i « Mi- put us at one stroke in the very
front rank of Mote who were contending far the
better treatment of the lost and the poor# and
Milo it roused son® powerful, enemies . * * the
enmity lasted only for a time, while the sympathy
which was
tftitittdta&d
■& iMHiiftfe*
nent possess!©n.73
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As f w the Arosyte work with, woman and girls* Braowell
Sooth believed M a t M s ordeal had actually advanced it *74
Soon afterwards General Booth announced a “Hew National
Scheme for M e Bellverance of Unprotected Girls and the
7°Ibld., p. 130.
7%nawc««feh* f * 36.
7 % e f» o t# . p*. s s u

73Braaiwell Booth, p* 131*

3l#seu® of the

m%%m* which established a central office

of "help and inquiry" in Zondon and many mom rescue
homes.7® She Arny*s increased prestige could alm be
noted .in 'Man actions «s Samuel Morley’a, who gave
Catherine Booth & 2,000 to continue working with
girls.7®
It has boon argued, that the effects of the Criminal
L m legislation were almost negligible until the trial.77
ffiie fines, however, reported several convictions on the
Amendment before the end of August.

.In one case, the

charge nan for taking a girl under sixteen to a house of
prostitution, and another

wm tm criminal aBsaalt on

little gifts with & sentense of two years of hard labor,7®
After the trial, there was much ©or® action resulting
in .an "almost immediate suppression” of the white slave
traffic.7® tfndsr the new Amendment police could easily
enter brothels, facilitating the rescue of girls trapped
by fraud# end even procuration was checked to & large
7%ha limes (London), August 8, 18S*>, p« 8. m a y
began a5wa»EH%.for lost girls and Mite a tumher were
returned home. Setectives m m even included in the new
Staff* See Sandal!, Ill, bS»4f« Cf. Iftisworth, pp. 40-bl,
7®Gollier, p* 144.
771erroti p. 167.
7%ha Maes (London), August 28, 188§# p. 5 and
August 29, *803* p. 10.
7%errot, p. 216.

degree*1** M m

rings were smashed all w a r England* and

the e«RU?«s were “filled with traffickers,
ff® new legislation and the trial did not overshadow
ffim# Butler*s Contagious Piaaasae Act work.

In 1885

parliament repealed the detested laws, ", . . supported
by the fall weight of an informed public opinion.”®®
Reactions were felt around the world as well. Many
countries passed comparable laws and began rescue work of
their own,®®
A w * and active society was among the other results
of the Pall Mali Qaaette anqpoaures end the Criminal l m
Assendtasnfc Act,

A “Protection of Oirls* national Conference"

was Meld in it* James*a Hall which led to m m establish
ment of a Rational Vigilance Association.

Its purpose was

to see that the new Amendment was enforced and also to get
the cooperation of all other organisations helping Immoral
girls and women,^

In Aldershot alone* the Rational Vigi

lance Association closed thirty-three brothels,®® Mothers
^Stafford* p, if?*
®%MW0t* p. 'SIC#
®%as«sett and Turner* p* 10$*
^BHMteUe I H * 99*

®bte, %toB» (bondcn), August ast* 1885* p* 10*
®%oott* p. 91,

were encouraged to report that their daughters were miaaing,
ana the society took pains to m m girle of immorality fey
printing literature m i distributing broadcasts at home and
abroad.®® U&ie organisation greatly aided the work of the
police, host signifiaanfc of all* it continued the efforts
llJT tawt

S6Coote# pp. 20*21.
8?geotfc* p. 390* gems of those inatneaental in forming
the Association were Samuel Morley* Cardinal Hanning*
losephtra? Butler* Elisabeth Blackwell* M.B.* and W. *f*
Stead. See Coots* p. h*

secession

toe national Vigilance Society helped to carry the
Parity Crusaders* ideals beyond their Immediate theater**
In both tXm and apace . As Secretary of the Association,
W, A. Coot® visited all the capitals of the world and
teliMMl to oTO,anl^e

cwress

Mia

White slave traffic Which was hold $» Bondon in X89S.1
This organisation wee instrumental la getting agitation
J£fhl

jt&fm,^

toi*a

.**■.•.

IMS tH#

cBife aUk*

jjb iJto-- ■.<*.

St i-*-*— riiTi ^St

Iw&lf W M H i l JMIt*

<4 ^ rift nan Mi-

ai ■j^sgSurir -'*»* 4bn

jfc

IILm

in 1910,2
A "new crusade0 against white slavery hod begun in
1898.3 Organisations of many kinda and of varied sponsor
ships worked to abolish the traffic.4

Although the aid*

Victorians had M e n slow to do anything shout juvenile
iseligman, p. 199. other international conferences
wore hold to succeeding years.
2Coete, p« 4*
%rrwsst Mil*. pp. 31*32.
li

^Some of -too bodies involved wens too BMHittseo of
too International Bureau for 'too Suppression of toe Whits
Slave traffic* too British Comwtttea for toe Abolition of
Stats Regulation of Vise fled by Henry Wilson* H«f«l and
the hondm Council for toe Promotion of Public Korality
(with toe Bishop of tondon as the Chairman). toe ©lurch
Array of -to* Church of England did work in this area as
did toe Emigration Department and toe Womens Social
Department# Women*a and girla* clubs were also native*
Sea Ernest Bell* pp. 4o6*io9*

prostitution and white slavery* the

. . later Victorians*

t& t;te

&SfS0e%

anv

probleM*4^ largely because of the efforts of the original
crusaders*
fhe growth and developnianft of the Vigilance societies
s(Ph(0.ft^w
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Campaign* would indicate that the Crusaders did not sac**
seed tm stamping cat white slavery completely.

looses of

prostitution, with all their horrors* continued is existence*
Brothel tallies still test girls to bloody pulp snC kept
them in pathetic imprisonment when they would not otherwise
submit to the demands of the operators of such houses.**
therefore* in assessing the laseGmpllshinenta of the
Crusaders, it cannot toe said that there was any complete
or final triumph.

that farliaaent and the general public*

after years of agitation* had been forced to recognize that
iR $ # t

# J& 4 & 0 4 t ti& ft*

I t m 4 « * s s 0 S iiilS ito w iiS .3i

and it had required greater effort than that put forth in
support of most nineteenth century social reforms,

the

real achievement of tint group cams when they were -able to
i^ iwiWwmiwMtwww^

%etrie, p* 223*
% o r a good description, of the condition of london
white Slavery in the 16©0'« see a 'novel by Stuart Cloefce*
Raao of Gloiy (barren City* Pew Iferfcj Boubleday &
2f3tSpany» lhc,, 1963J. His accounts of what happened
are extremely vivid.ami are comparable to wiiat Stsad
reported after the '‘secret* investigations*

breeh the reign «f tolerated vie® through thapassage of
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A largo share of the credit due muafc be given to
.Josephine Butler who had acquired the knowledge and
evidence necessary to attach Juvenile prostitution and
white slavery in her leadership of the struggle which
led to the repeal of the Contagious BiBeases Acts in
1886. In eaoence, she did the spade work end prepared

the way for Branwell Booth and W, f. Stead,
although lire* Butlor did m m

for the cause (indeed—

she was the very first to beeoro involved in the subject),
then any other woman, the Salvation Army ”* * * *dld ^110^0
to combat the menace of whit© slave traffic than any
other aingle • « * organisation in th® world.1
Jkwm w m m mmmmwrnm-f

w fP I

« n w IP Q w ■#. « #m v ^ c I

Besides
fsllS t

influential classes, who had’.not previously been identi
fied with philanthropic objects « * # **® fh® Salvation
IMsffy $$1$%

ssteBWlsdtesS iy§ tsti# jpNidfc

In tis&

campaign to improve conditions of life for young girls,
$he man Who contributed more to the Crusade than
any ether single male, and did it largely with a pen,
was w, T. Stead, fhe victory mi^it well be temsd a
<MWMMepat'

?Bulloush» pp. 177-178,
% , Allardyee, "Problems of Slums,“
Magazine, CXIIX (January, IS?!), p. 130*
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"testimonial , *

to'the power of the fraas,"® ahft- It

surely can be described as a testimonial to Stead's
effectiveness.as.a .reformer,

Ho:was -one ■of the t m

fearless, unhypaerifcioal Victorians willing to fight
when ha heard "the cry of women, crushed under the yoke
of . » . vice ,

* ."10

•The day after the Criminal law Amendment Sot was
passed, General Booth wrote»
’the Sill Is only an instalment of the true
measure of justice das to women* still It is a
very substantial one* And if worked wisely and
peraevaringly, it will prove the beginning of
the end Of a vast mountain of vile iniquity
■that now exalts its proud head to the heavens,***
'She hot was. the "beginning," as Booth said* but, the "end0
has not even yet been fully achieved.

ift© legislation of

August 14, 1885 did, however, in Emeat Bell’s words, con
stitute "a winning battle . - . ^£haJ7 has brought ao much
victory"^ that all the periodic attempts which have been
^Stafford, p. If8,
i0Johr»8on and lohneon, p. 113,
11Exoerpt from an article by the General'in the Gar
C m of August IS, 188S, as cited by Sandall, III, 37,
^Stuart Cloete, fhe Abductors (Hew York* trident
Press, 1986), pp, 4X1-4S9, xn an Appendlx, Cloete
gives many extracts and newspaper articles relating to
the world-wide traffic in girls during recent years,
including the mid-I960*s. J£, Terrot, p. 222.
i% m e s t Bell, p. 471.

%9»
mada to reestablish London m

the center of tbs white

slave martefc have failed.*** Per this reason, the Purity
Crusade was an important social episode in nineteenth
century Britain.

jJosephiRo Sutler once reflected that it

was "one of the most vital movements of Christian times.**5

^Terrot, p» tag,
*%t*tisr», p. 3.

Documents

Qreat Britain.* Parliament. Sessional papers. (House
of Commons)* 1869. Vol* V1T*^leof^ommifctoe of
the House of Semens on the Contagious Diseases Acts
^ of 1866, 1867-1868," Baited fey Bdgar 2,. Erickson,
Croat Britain,
parliament. Sessional Papers. (House
©f Lords), 1871, Vol. ntDli ^byai coiwaission on
tits Contagious Diseases lots* 1870-1871.
Orest Britain.
parliament. Sessional Papers, (House
of Commons), 1881. Vol, fill? BSeleot CKissittee
of the House of Commons <m the Contagious Diseases
Acts, 1879-1881."
Orest Britain#
Parliament. Sessional Papers. (House
of Lords), 1881-1882,
and XCVXilt
"Seleat Committee of the House of Lords to enquire
into the % m relating to young girls, 1881-1882,”
Crest Britain.
Parliamant. Sessional Papers. (House
of Commons)» 1884-1885. >7m T is "criminal Law
Amendment Bill.1*

fe** the Regulation ftf-Vice. London*
Amos, Sheldon*
Stevens & 1
A ooa®....... irvey of Bans in fore© for th<
prohibition, regulation, and licensing of vice In
England and other countries*
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Begbie, Harold,
ggS£S«
M JESS.
Army. 2 vole,New York? MaeMllan compai
A very good biography with lot acceptable account
of.the Elisa Armstrong affair,.
Bell# S. Koberly. Josephine Builert Plamc of Eire,
London? Constable * Co*V Ltd.# lyo2.
A valuable biography dealing with iter struggle
for the rights of woman and puts the entire issue
In broad perspective,
Londons

Constable & Co.#

A history of the rise of the woman physician in
the nineteenth century with a discussion of their
view of the Contagious Diseases Acts.
Bell# Ernest A.# ed. fighting jgg. %ramg. Ja M S SMSSn.p, t O. 0* Ball#
Describes the white slaves* experiences and the
methods of the traffickers. It contains stories and
articles written by different people agitating for
more protection for woman and girls.
Bingham, Theodore A,
mmm

The Beal
t? Gorham

An Interesting and convincing book on the
conditions, and experiences of white slaves*
London! Holder
Booth* Braswell,
and Stoughton*
A series' of personal impressions and reflections
on Salvation Army activities* It contains a valuable
account of his relationship with W. T. Stead*
%th ed Mew Tforki
Booth* Maud B.
Punk and U
Valuable for its description of early Salvation
Army rescue efforts with prostitutes and the conditlons of their life*
Booth. William, la Bavkaat England and the Wav Out,
Hapeville* G^rMa! TOlor * C<®ahf7^lW2.^^
An excellent source for information for the
living conditions of lower classes and of the
ravages of a life of prostitution*

The worts contains a good view of tendon1e under
world* the alleys, public houses, and thieves—
generally, the “seatay side? of the Victorian era.
Edited by Frederick
York* Macmillan

Browning, Elisabeth Barrett.
6. Kenyon. Vol. It'of S *
Company, 189?

Hew forte*
Bullough, V e m X>.
Oniveraity ‘
Very' well done for a survey. It considers the
moral climate of white slavery particularly well.
.Butler, yosephina.
ftflBRKfc
* s* londeill
large volume tolling in detail -the more than
a decade of struggle. It la made up largely of
letters and what she remembers, Very valuable.
Chesha®, Sallie

m

ilijj83SlSB
J
Itaapany,

wkground Material
Chesterton, Cecil* jn Darkest
New York*
Macmillan company, »»«.
to almost biased study of destitute women,
their hardships, and problem®. Bio author seemingly
disregards other investigations and looks at every
thing through her own eyes.
Blasts* Stuart*

Haw Yorks Trident press.

to excellent novel giving a most complete story
of .all aspects of the Victorian whits slave traffic.
Oarden City, M m Yorks Boubleday
& Company,
‘*0 +m*&+
This novel contains m interesting and vivid
account of the viciousnesa of white slavery in london
just before the turn of the century.
General
Ood, How York*
Collier, Richard.
«#
4*1*W
O
y
S. P. Button
Contains an excellent account, of the Army's
role in the Crusade. it contains a surprising
wealth of information.
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iHjnSont
Coote, Alexander.
.«**«# ASa00i.af4.vi*,
iS»e national
A history of the origin of the Rational Vigilance
Association formed for the suppression of th© white
slave traffic.
Douglas, Eileen,'and Duff# Mildred,
londont Salvationist publish;

C<

Kelpful for its information on the Salvation
Drysdale, 8s*
(#

ifliir'.

A good discussion by a contemporary of the tinea
and an advocate of the Contagious Diseases Acta of
the social and environmental reasons behind pros
titution.
Engels# Frederick.
in
m.
. 0. Henderson
England. 'TransTsfl
«wiw» n. Chaloner. Hew York* Macmillan Compaq,
1956.
Very useful In the' study of Juvenile prostitution
and the morals of the lower classes.
Baser# B. e. K. ,
press# 1936.

OKfords

Clarendon

llain Booth,
Irvine# at,
2 vola.
An authoritative biography and almost eaoplete
history of the Salvation Army m well*
Fawcett, Mtllleent G.# and Turner, B. M,
ler Wcrk and principles and their Mean
•pr'tl
Association
glens, 1927»
A good biography of her entire life and an
examination of the lasting offsets of'her work.
Hall# W. Clarke, fhe Gueen’s Reign for Children. londonj
P. Fisher tfrwlfT WCtS^Vll.
Yhls work shows the growing concern of the state
for the individual, in Its protection of children
from all sorts of conditions.

iar

Hammond, J. &*# and Hammond, Barbara.
®iis is more of a career sketch than a biography,
It is also a history of the Contagious Diseases Acts
and the fight against them.
Jammy, Edward 0. ___
lie# York* Rations'
Propaganda literature concerning the fight
against white slavery. It discusses the conditions
©# this life in general.
Johnson. 0, #*» and Johnson, I*. A.# «ds.
M» autobiographical memoirj a goad history of
Josephine Butler and her work, though it does not
contain a full story of the movement she virtually
Londont
Jones, Kennedy.
Hutchinson &’
A history of English journalism. It relates
Stead's impact on the newspaper industry*
Magnus,
JL Biography. London* John
Hurray,
tells of Cladstone's personal work in rescuing
prostitutes.
Translated
Mancini, J. C. ___
by P. 0* Thomas*
Oft. xsv%flitsj.§
A book about prostitutes and pimps covering
several, countries ami centuries, helpful only as
a survey.
Sew York* 'Basie
Marcus, Steven*
Bootes,
t# J
Ino
MtiWa$ JQJFVfl?*
A study of sexuality in Victorian England.
Many of the details agree with Stead's exposures.
Matthews, Joseph Bridges, and Maund, Arthur Arrowsmith,
“ “ 'MMM M
2s s m s m m *
Ttie book goes to great length to express all
the legal tense relating to an sot and sites
numerous cases. Basically it Is a collection of
Statutory Enactments involving children and young,
people*
•■

Msyhew* Henry, h
London*
sjm
Charles Orix :H m W®*0 ( I w l * ;C
mala vttb the social and economic conditions of
the working classes. His personal Interviews are
enlightening. A good source for the causes said con
ditions of juvenile prostitution. A particularly
good discussion of lodging-houses*
_ _— __ and with an introduce— ..
fley* London* Oxford Onivorsity frees# 1365,
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